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Abstract
A microscale gas generating chip has many applications; in this study, applications relating to picosatellites have been considered. Cube satellites, a type of
picosatellite, are of mass around one kilogram and side length 10cm x 10cm x 10cm.
Their launches are becoming more numerous since their debut ten years ago. Their
low cost and deployment system makes space accessible to agencies hitherto barred
from it, such as universities and small governments. However, their power, mass,
and volume budget is extremely tight. A microscale gas chip could compete with
other designs for attitude control devices, most not flown yet as cube satellites are a
new technology. Secondly, as pico and nanosatellite launches become more numerous,
there is a concern that they will flood space with debris which will damage other,
more valuable artificial satellites. Recognizing this problem, international and US
standards limit the lifetime of a cube satellite to 25 years after end of mission. Again,
a low mass, power, and volume device is required in a cube satellite to deorbit and
not take valuable resources away from a scientific payload.
A MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) chip for attitude control, with
impulse bit on the order of µN s and total impulse of tens of mN s per square centimeter, is presented. Also presented is a hybrid printed circuit board (PCB) and
microfabricated chip suitable for inflation of a deorbiting balloon. This has advantages in mass and volume over a pressurized gas chamber. The chip functions by
decomposition of solid sodium azide by an addressable heater array. Arrays of square
wells, filled with propellent, of side lengths from 50 micrometers to 1 centimeter were
fabricated. Heater arrays of up to 10x10 were fabricated and the feasibility of large

(500x500) arrays is discussed. Considering the volume the gas would take at standard
temperature and pressure, the microscale chip would produce gas amounts on the order of milliliters per square centimeter, releasable in microliters, requiring milliWatts.
The larger, PCB-based chip produced tens of milliters of gas from a 1.25” x 1.25” x
0.07” chip, requiring 10 Watts of power for tens of seconds to actuate.
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1

Introduction

Presented in this thesis is the design of a solid state gas generating chip. It is
scalable to many sizes, so has wide applicabliity. For this thesis, applications relating
to picosatellites are investigated - namely inflation of a deorbiting balloon and attitude
control. By picosatellite, a 1U cube satellite is meant. This is a cube slightly less
than 10 cm on a side, which weighs around 1 kg.
Gas generation from a solid chip has many uses, depending on the amount
of gas generated. Two scales of gas generating chips are shown in this thesis, first
a microscale chip, using MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) fabrication techniques. The microscale version is enabled by two key ideas: one is a process to
quickly deposit the solid propellant in required areas of the chip based on differences
in surface hydrophobicity/philicity, and the second is metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
diodes which allow large, dense arrays to be fabricated without a custom integrated
circuit (IC). The first means that large arrays can be fabricated in a reasonable time
and cost, and the second means that the device can be fabricated in any laboratory
with a low-grade clean room and standard microfabrication equipment. The second is
macroscale, using a printed circuit board (PCB) for the heaters, combined with processing techniques more commonly used for MEMS. This serves as a proof of concept
for ideas in the MEMS device, and its application towards inflation of a deorbiting
balloon is considered.
The microscale chip, built on Pyrex, is predicted to produce pure nitrogen
1

gas. However, the macroscale version burnt the PCB substrate during the gas release
process, producing a very impure gas. It also contained trace amounts of lead and
copper azides (primary propellants) after the propellant deposition process, which
were not enough to detonate on shock or vibration but were enough to ruin the
purity of the gas.
The deorbiting chip was fabricated and shown to produce gas in atmospheric
conditions. The microscale chip design is presented, and preliminary experiments
towards propellant deposition were completed, but was not ultimately fabricated.
The microscale heater arrays critial to decomposition of the gas-producing chemical
were designed but not fabricated.

1.1

Picosatellites

Traditionally satellites are on the order of thousands of kilograms. Sputnik,
the first artificial satellite, launched in 1967, weighed 83 kg. United States satellites
of that era were slightly smaller at 15kg [1]. Since then, satellites have grown in size in
order to increase their functionality. Modern geostationary communications satellites
weigh thousands of kg and cost billions of dollars to manufacture and place into orbit.
The cost of a satellite not only lies with engineering and manufacturing, but in the
cost to put into orbit. It costs about $10,000 per pound to put objects into low earth
orbit (LEO) [2]. Additionally, the excessive cost of the satellite means extra costs in
engineering and failure analysis because the satellite cannot fail. Another large cost
is in space qualification of all materials and the design (such as vibration testing).
A reaction to this is to return to smaller satellites. They are less functional, but
2

with the advent of microsystems and better radio technology they are still valuable.
Small satellites were concieved as early as the seventies, but back then small was
considered one ton and the size of an automobile. Every pound on a satellite is
carefully budgeted, and it was not believed that you could build a smaller satellite
with all of the required functionality. As technology became smaller and smaller,
small satellites became more and more viable. ”Micro” and ”nano” satellites were
concieved, now defined as having mass on the orders of 500 kg and 10 kg respectively.
The next logical jump came with picosatellites, of 1 kg, including the cubesat. Not
all cubesats are picosatellites, as they lie on the edge of the definition.
Cubesats, which are cubes of side length slightly less than 10 cm and total
mass around 1 kg to 4 kg, came about in the 1990s but one was not launched until
the 21st century. In the just ten years to the present day over a hundred cubesats
have entered orbit. Cubesats are cheap to manufacture, only about $25,000 apiece,
and cheap to put into orbit, only about $40,000. Their small size does limit their
functionality, but they can still be powerful [3]. A nonfunctional 1:1 scale model of a
cube satellite, built in Dr. Adam Huang’s lab, is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Cubesats give universities access to space engineering and science, which has
traditionally been closed to them. Universities, including graduate and undergraduate
students, often do work related to space travel and engineering, but are not taken
seriously by NASA. NASA will fund undergraduate and graduate projects, but does
not let them near any serious mission.
Space science used to be prohibitively expensive, leaving it strangely undeveloped despite the level of interest in it. Composition and density of the high atmo3

Fig. 1.1: A mock-up of a 3U picosatellite made in Dr. Huang’s lab. The device is
10 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm.

4

sphere, important for atmospheric science as well as understanding drag on satellites
or aircraft at those altitudes, is largely unknown. There is even the term “ignorosphere” coined to describe the region of atmosphere between where sounding rockets
can fly and where satellites usually fly, which is almost completely unknown. Cubesats
are a cheap way to fill in these gaps in our science knowledge.
One of the primary reasons cube satellites give space access is because of
the Caltech Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD). This is a spring-loaded
rectangular tube which can hold up to 3U in a row. The P-POD is space rated and
tested, which reduces development costs from hundreds of thousands of dollars to
tens of thousands. Their entire cube does not have to have to be as rigorously space
qualified in order to be launched. This is a huge departure when, normally, anything
that is launched goes through a long, multi-stage space qualification process. In part
this is because of the criticality of most space missions - they must work the first
time. Cube satellites are different.
Almost all cubesats launched to date have been built and launched by universities, although some of the first launches included satellites from private companies.
Now that the concepts have been proven and the possibilities better understood, the
US Air Force and Army are starting to take interest and provide funding.
Part of the reason they are cheap is because of the way they are launched.
Instead of having a single dedicated rocket per cubesat, cubesats are hitchhikers.
When a company or government is sending up a large rocket with their own primary
payload, they will allow cubesats to be placed and simply released into orbit. This
lowers the average launch cost to about $40,000. Upwards of 20 cubesats have been
5

stuck in the nose cone of a rocket meant to carry a single, larger satellite. The
downside of this is not being able to specify which orbit the cube satellite is placed in
- it has to be in the same orbit as the rocket leaves you, and cube satellites generally do
not carry a thruster powerful enough to change their orbit since it takes up valuable
space. An example is the 2U satellite RAMPART, in which one entire U is taken
up by an orbit-changing warm gas thruster [4]. There have also been missions where
cubesats are the primary load on a smaller rocket, with tens of satellites on a single
launch. In this case, everyone shares in the cost of the rocket.

1.2

Deorbiters

Space debris has been a growing concern which has fostered international cooperation by every space-faring nation. Even before cube satellites, concern sparked
the formation of an international group through which space agencies can exchange
collision research and report on the location of their satellites, the Inter-Agency Space
Debris Coordination Committee (IADC). Also, the United Nations has passed resolutions regarding the creation and control of “space debris,” which they define as an
artificial satellite which has outlived its mission or is nonfunctioning.
The danger is that an object in orbit travels at thousands of miles per hour.
At these speeds, even objects the size of marbles can damage satellites enough to
lower their function. Cube satellites are placed in orbit usually without any control
over their own position. They can be tracked from Earth, but if their radios fail they
are difficult to find because of their small size. A rocket containing 20 cube satellites
has just placed into orbit 20 uncontrolled boxes which have the ability to destroy a
6

billion dollar satellite if they cross paths.
By most standards, satellites (including cube satellites) must deorbit within
25 years of the end of their mission. Twenty-five years seems like a long time, but
those making the regulation were considering the effect of a deorbiter on satellite
volume and mass budgets, as well as extra cost of research and engineering. These
standards include both national (NASA, DoD, and FCC in the United States) and
international, written by the United Nations [5] or the Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee (IADC) [6]. Member nations of the IADC include all major
space-faring nations. NASA was the first to do research into controlling space debris
and its policies were adapted into the IADC guidelines, which became the standard
on which many governments and agencies base their policies. The NASA document
which gives an outline for deorbiting is NASA Standard 8719.14 [7], and that which
gives requirements is NASA Procedural Requirements 8715.6A [8].
Starting as recently as 2005, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
which governs private satellites in the United States, requires that satellite applications have a plan for deorbit in order to be approved. They have generally adopted
the recommendations of the IADC, which not only includes deorbiting, but could also
mean being placed in a “junk yard” orbit if shown to be stable in that orbit for 100
years or more. By sequestering old satellites in certain orbits, it is easier to avoid
collisions with them [9].
A few technologies have emerged to deorbit cube satellites, most of which are
still undergoing research. The fall into essentially three categories: thrusters, dragincreasing devices, and electromagnetic tethers. Thrusters are, so far, not used on
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cube satellites for deorbiting as they would also require a complete attitude determination and control system (ADACS) to make sure the thruster thrusts in the right
direction. Electromagnetic tethers have been researched, but it was determined that
only in rare cases would they be worth using, which is discussed below. This leaves
drag-increasing devices, such as suggested by this thesis. To see a calculated deorbiting path, see Fig. 1.2. Due to the atmosphere being more rarefied as you increase in
altitude and because of solar effects above about 600 km, a drag deorbiter’s effect is
mostly in the last stages of the deorbit maneuver [10].
Electromagnetic tethers are long (30 m to 1 km) conducting strips which interact with the earth’s magnetic field and ions in order to electromagnetically slow
the satellite until it deorbits. Such a long tether has two main disadvantages. First
is that the tether’s existence actually increases the chance for the satellite to collide
with something. Second is that the tether itself is more likely to be damaged by
another satellite, rendering the deorbiting system useless [11].
A few different drag-increasing devices have been published, and some even
flown by various institutions. Two that have actually been flown by NASA are discussed below, and others are also reviewed. They can be deployed through many
methods, not just generated gas. However, gas has the advantage of being high-force
compared to other methods, which may aid in deployment. Also, a gas generating
chip like the one in this thesis has the potential to be lower mass and volume than a
mechanical system.
NASA launched the NanoSail-D, a 3U cube satellite, whose purpose is to test
a 10 m2 thin polymer sail, similar to a solar sail, to deorbit it (see Fig. 1.3). Its
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Fig. 1.2: A possible deorbit path of a nanosatellite from 900 km, simulated using
STK. Redrawn from the figure found in the reference [10].
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sail was deployed in January 2011, and based on current observations is believed to
deorbit in a total time of 6 months to 1 year (it is still in space at the time of this
writing) [12, 13] from a circular orbit at 650 km [14].
NASA has another nanosatellite, the 5.5 kg O/OREOS, which has a primary
science payload and includes a deorbiter. It was launched on November 19th, 2010,
and is expected to deorbit in 22 years from launch [15]. Its deorbiter consists of a
folded membrane which expands by a spring to effectively double the length of the
3U cube satellite (Fig. 1.4), minorly increasing drag [16].
A balloon example, which has not been flown, is from Delft University in the
Netherlands. It is pyrimidal in shape so that drag will cause the balloon to self-align in
the direction which will cause the most drag. The “balloon” is actually a set inflatable
tubes for structure, which then have a membrane between them, reducing the total
amount of gas required to inflate (Fig. 1.5). Their device takes about 40 mL at STP
to inflate. Simulation results show that their device could deorbit a 1U cube satellite
from a maximum of 910 km in 25 years (compared to 197 years without balloon). An
interesting effect they found in their simulation is that because above 450-650 km and
above (depending on strength of solar activity) the torque from solar effect is greater
than the torque from drag, the effectiveness of their balloon is reduced because it is
not in the greatest-drag orientation [10].
This is just one example of a deorbiting balloon to show that they are being
researched and are viable. This thesis focuses solely on gas generation, leaving the
balloon design to others.
Nitrogen is a good gas for this application because it is noncondensing and
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Fig. 1.3: NanoSail-D, a 3U cube
satellite built by NASA with large sail
deorbiter [17].

Fig. 1.4: O/OREOS Cube satellite,
with a small boom to increase drag.
Built by NASA [18].

has low reactivity at the temperatures experienced in space.

1.3

Attitude Control

Gas generation for attitude control is also considered. As picosatellites are
expected to expand in use, with more complex requirements demanded by their missions, an attitude determination and control system (ADACS) is needed. There have
been a few cubesat missions launched with thrusters, but it was just to test the
thruster or make it space certified and not part of the main mission. For this application, the thrust required is so small (on the order of a few µN s, and thus the gas
required is so small, microliters, that a microscale gas producing chip is required. Gas
thrust is directed out of the corners of the cube to rotate it, so thrusters are needed
on opposite corners for attitude control (Fig. 1.6).
Other methods for attitude control are gravity gradient booms, magnetorquers,
and flywheels. These have all been flown on cubesat missions at least once. Cube
satellite attitude control is of high interest to the cube satellite community, so many
11

Fig. 1.5: A pyrimidal balloon deorbiter design. Instead of inflating an entire balloon, only structural suports are inflated, reducing the amount of gas required to
deploy [10].
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Fig. 1.6: A drawing of a cube satellite with attitude control thruster placement
emphasized.
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different designs have been presented. They can be active or passive and come in a
range of masses, volumes, and power requirements.
Passive devices take no power after deployment, but are less accurate. Gravity
gradient devices uses a long boom which orients the satellite with the earth’s gravity.
They are passive (require no power after deployment) but take up 10% to 40% of the
volume when stowed. They are accurate, but once aligned have a periodic motion of
a few degrees. Permanent magnets are also used as passive devices which align the
cube with the earth’s magnetic field. Again, it is not as accurate as active devices. An
active version is a magnetorquer, which uses a solenoid to create a magnet, requiring
a tenth of a Watt to operate. They can be the length of the cube, about 10 cm, and
1 cm diameter [19].
The main active device seen is a flywheel. This is a high moment of inertia
wheel which is accelerated to cause a rotation of the satellite in the opposite direction.
For complete attitude control, three are needed. Also needed is a way to dump
momentum from fast spinning flywheels, such as a magnetorquer. They are extremely
high accuracy, but take Watts of power and can weigh 20% or greater of the satellite’s
mass.
Microscale thrusters must be designed fundamentally differently than macroscale
ones. In the 1980s to today there have been efforts in scaling down standard thruster
designs such as hydrazine rockets. In most cases, it was shown that smaller than a
certain size the standard designs do not work. Some do work at smaller scales, such
as ion thrusters. Cold gas (or warm gas) are scaleable except for the propellant tank
mass becomes more of an issue as the size decreases. They also have limitations in
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leak rates of microscale valves.
If one considers just using the chip from this thesis to store gas for a cold-gas
system instead of using a pressurized tank, there are still advantages. A 100 µm x
100 µm x 40 µm cell with spacing of 50 µm gives 2.7mL at STP of gas per cm2 of chip.
By storing the gas as a solid, you can have less maximum pressure in your chamber.
This lowers leak rates and saves on the mass of your walls, which makes up for the
extra chip and electronics mass.
Microscale thrusters have been investigated and presented by many labs, but
differ from this design in a few key ways which make them unsuitable for attitude
control of a cube satellite. They use combusting propellants in an effort to achieve
higher specific impulse (Isp ), but comubsting materials are usually not allowed on
group cube satellite launches. Also, combusting propellants limit the minimum size
of the device because below a certain size, depending on the propellant, it does not
sustain combustion. Also, most designs are on the order of mm, which are too large
for this application.
Combusting propellants have more difficult problems to solve as far as yield
loss than the simpler sodium azide. If the combustive propellant is not ignited due to
poor deposition or packing it completely fails. A sodium azide cell, if it fails, will still
release some gas. Also, in order to sustain combustion and harness enough thrust,
the combusting models often seal each propellant in a cavity, increasing complexity
and lowering yield. The lower thrust gained from N aN3 is tolerated because of its
application: for attitude control only.
One of the primary groups working on microscale thrusters since the mid15

90s is headed by Rossi at the LAAS-CNRS research center in Toulouse. Theirs has
become the dominant design and all microthrusters since follow the same general
method. The size of their wells is limited because their propellant (GAP-based with
proprietary ingredients) does not combust below a certain size. They did not report
devices of diameter less than 500 µm [20].
One issue with microscale thrusters is propellant deposition - a small amount
must be placed in each one-shot cavity. The best method described so far, used by
two groups actually, is to use a movable head which deposits the material. It sucks
out a vacuum in the channel first, otherwise propellant does not enter the cavities [21].
Honeywell corporation produced, just before the year 2000, a truly megapixel array as they incorporated a custom IC underneath their wells of combusting
propellent. They described fabrication of a 512 x 512 array within a chip 3 cm x
3 cm [22]. Their report said that fabrication was not complete and never gave testing
results, but they were issued a patent in 2002 for the device [23]. Similar to the
Rossi group out of France, they used a movable head which sucked a vacuum before
depositing propellant in each well. They described this process but ended by saying
that they had shipped it off to be filled with propellant and never reported results.
They also described coating the tops of the walls of their device with gold and a
dodenacothiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) in order to make it hydrophobic and
improve deposition.
A paper written by Mueller argues that, for accurate pointing control of a
nanosatellite, a minimum impulse bit of a few µN s is needed [24]. This is the thrust
targeted for this device. Another paper argues that µN thrust levels, sustained for
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months, is sufficient for orbit changing maneuvers [25].

1.4

Microscale Gas Generation

Nearly beyond the scope of this thesis, and only treated in this section, are
some other applications for microscale gas generation. Many microscale devices run off
pressurized gas, but they become no longer microscale devices as they are connected
to an external pump which is nowhere near the microscale.
Microscale pneumatic arms (Fig. 1.7) are desired for their high stroke distance
while maintaining high force, not seen in any other device. Usually one must choose
between a high force device, such as an electrostatic device, and high stroke, such as
a heatuator. Norton and Minor presented a macroscale gas actuator, with designs
for a microscale version which was not fabricated. They were the only case found
of a sodium azide based actuator, but lamented that they did not have a method to
deposit easily microscale amounts of sodium azide [26]. The method in this thesis
solves this problem. Other microscale pneumatic devices depend on external gas
sources, such as this planar micro gripper built out of SU-8 [27].
Many microfluidic devices have been designed that push fluids through channels with pressurized air. Some do not use an external pump, but instead store the
gas on chip. They store compressed air in a chamber, but this is much harder to
manufacture and less robust than the device in this thesis [28]. The manufacturing
method is to bond and seal the chambers in a high pressure environment.
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Fig. 1.7: A cross section of a gas actuator.
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2

Design Overview

The design of the gas generating chip has three components:
1. A solid which decomposes upon heating and produces gas
2. A method of heating the solid to decomposition temperatures
3. A method of holding the solid on the substrate in the correct position
There are many solids which produce gas, but many produce byproducts which
are not desired, such as corrosive materials. Ultimately the choice for solid is sodium
azide, more on which will be covered later. Decomposing a solid to gas is an idea which
is very scalable - you can tailor it to produce the amount of gas required for many
applications. All heater designs are resistive in nature, and two different scales are
considered. This thesis targets microliter gas generation so it can be used for attitude
control of a cube satellite, which requires a microscale and addressable heater array.
This array was not fabricated, but a design proposed and design parameters are given.
A larger chip based on a printed circuit board (PCB) was fabricated and tested, which
produced mL. In addition to being proof of concept, this chip’s application to inflate a
deorbiting balloon for a cube satellite is presented. To address the third component,
the propellant is patterned onto the surface into hard polymer wells by a method
which relies on the bottom of the well being more hydrophilic than the top. (Fig. 2.1)
shows the device function.
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Fig. 2.1: A sketch showing the device function. SU-8 wells, filled with sodium azide,
are built on top of heaters (not to scale).
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2.1

Sodium Azide

Sodium azide is an interesting chemical because for as many applications as
it has, and with such widespread use and being readily available, it is actually a
health hazard. Its ability to produce nitrogen gas upon simply being heated is used
in this work. This chemical is good for gas generation because it produces pure
nitrogen gas, is easy to deposit using the method shown, and it decomposes at a
reasonable temperature. If it required too high of a temperature, as some azide
containing compounds do, or other gas generating compounds, the device would be
more difficult to create and require more power. For a photo of sodium azide in solid
and solution, see Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2: Sodium azide as a white solid and as a transparent 40.8wt% solution at
room temperature.

At 275 ◦C, sodium azide (NaN3 ) decomposes to nitrogen and sodium atoms,
which quickly forms molecular nitrogen and liquid or solid sodium. If in the presence
of oxygen, sodium oxide is formed. If decomposed in atmosphere at this temperature,
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a material with about 50% of the mass of the original crystal remained. This was
seen as a porous white residue. To truly decompose the sodium azide, it must reach a
temperature of 350 ◦C. When decomposed in a vacuum, the sodium is left behind, but
when used in atmosphere (with water and oxygen present) it quickly forms sodium
hydroxide (lye, NaOH) [29]. The decomposition reaction to produce nitrogen gas is
exothermic, but not hot enough to be self-sustaining.
This chemical has many advantages, but it also has some disadvantages. One
problem is its toxicity. It is a health risk even on touch, is lethal to ingest more
than about 700 mg, and is a known mutagen. Somewhat shockingly, out of 69 cases
of human exposure from 1927-1999 reviewed by Chang and Lamm, 31 were due to
suicide or intentional poisoning, and 13 of the 15 total deaths in that time period
were suicides by persons in a laboratory setting [30]. Thus, it can be concluded that
sodium azide, while toxic, does not pose a huge risk from unintentional contact.
That the risks are managable can also be seen in its wide application. It is fine
for space applications where no human contact is expected, but terrestrial applications
are already ubiquitous. One common application is to inflate air bags. In an air bag
the sodium azide is mixed with other chemicals and pressed into a pellet. The effect
is that the reaction becomes a chain reaction once started, decomposing the whole
pellet, while the non-nitrogen products (namely sodium) are quickly reacted to form
non-toxic and inert compounds [31]. Other terrestrial applications include use as an
herbicide when mixed with soil (a practice mostly stopped today) and as an additive
to stock solutions in biology labs to prevent bacteria growth, at about 200ppm. There
are even applications in food, such as to preserve seeds and to prevent fungus growth
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in a certain Japanese beer [32]. Sodium azide, while toxic, is cheap is widely available.
Besides other gas generating compounds, there is a family of azide containing
compounds which could be used. Sodium azide was selected as the best for this application for a few reasons. First, it is soluble in water to a high weight percent, and it
crystallizes from solution without requiring special techniques. Lead azide (Pb(N3 )2 ),
silver azide (AgN3 ), and copper azide (CuN3 or Cu(N3 )2 ), are all nonsoluble in water
and also are much less stable [33]. Both are primary propellents, which means that
they will decompose from shock or vibration. This is an issue when they must ride
inert on a rocket into space. They produce much more energy and thus would make
better propellents for a thruster, except no cubesat will carry an explosive propellant
because it is a liability to other satellites riding the same rocket.
Some researchers found that sodium azide pellets in atmosphere not only require a higher temperature to break down, but also decompose in a reaction with
oxygen instead of just molecular breakdown [34]. The mechanism for sodium azide
decomposition seen with our chips is unknown as it is difficult to measure decomposition temperature accurately with our equipment, and they were never tested in
vaccuum. However, most studies on sodium azide do not report such a reaction, and
report a decomposition temperature around 300 ◦C. This higher temperature should
not be required. It is likely due to the nature of the samples that creates this alternate reaction - compressed powders versus crystals. The crystals deposited for this
thesis, grown from solution, will decompose at the lower temperature. Also, when
deflagrated in space, an oxidizing reaction is unlikely.
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2.2

Theoretical Gas Produced

The number of moles of gas produced by a single well is given by multiplying
the volume by the density and then converting mass to moles - the factor of 3/2 is
there because there are three moles of N2 for every 2 moles of NaN3 .
NM =

3 V ∗ ρNaN3
∗
2
MNaN3

(2.1)

ρ is the density of solid sodium azide, 1.846 × 106 g cm−3 , and M is the molar density,
65.010 g mol−1 .
To get a feel for how much gas this is, the number of moles can be converted
to volume at standard temperature and pressure (STP, 20 ◦C and 1 atm).
VST P = 22.4 ∗ NM = 22.4 ∗

3 V ∗ ρNaN3
∗
2
MNaN3

(2.2)

This is a volume expansion of 956 times. By the ideal gas law, if you tried to store this
gas in a pressurized tank with the same internal volume as the volume of the solid,
it would be pressurized to 956 atmospheres. Table 2.1 lists the calculated amount
that would be produced for different sizes of device. It spans from the microscale to
centimeter scale, and includes dimensions typical of devices described in this thesis.
Gas amounts from mL to µL can be produced.

2.3

Microscale Chip

This section details the design issues only relating to the microscale chip. The
first difference begins with the substrate, which is borosilicate glass (Pyrex brand).
Pyrex was chosen for the substrate because of its lower heat transfer compared to
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Side Length

Depth

Moles

VST P

0.75 cm

100 µm

2.40 × 10−4 mol

5.37 mL

0.25 cm

100 µm

2.66 × 10−5 mol

0.60 mL

300 µm

50 µm

1.92 × 10−7 mol

4.29 µL

1000 µm

100 µm

4.26 × 10−6 mol

95.4 µL

Table 2.1: Amount of gas produced from different sizes of wells.
other common substrates, such as silicon (100x less than Si). Other microthruster
designs have suffered from the problem of heat passing into the substrate instead
of into the propellant. This both increases the energy and time needed to set off
the propellant and could heat other, nearby propellant wells. Pyrex also has a low
coefficient of thermal expansion which means locally heating it will not break the
device, a concern if other glasses were used.
A simplified process flow for the microscale chip is shown in Fig. 2.3. The
complexities of the design are hidden at this point and will be discussed in Chapter
4. It starts with an addressable heater array being vacuum deposited on the surface.
Both a simple, one metal process is discussed and a two-metal process are discussed
later. Next SU-8, which is a photoactive polymer (negative photoresist) is placed and
patterned into wells. Sodium azide solution, at room temperature solubility max, is
placed in each well and allowed to evaporate. Thereby solid sodium azide crystals are
deposited in each well. Not shown are dicing, bonding, and packaging of the chip.
Also, in order to control a large array extra electronics are needed for addressing.
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The circuit design presented in Chapter 4, while reducing the number of pads by two
or three orders of magnitude, still leaves hundreds of pads to address for an attitude
control thruster.
Of a concern only for the microscale version, which is used as as thruster,
are more energetic propellants. For just gas generation, a hot gas is not desired,
and so detonating solids would not be applicable. Other microscale thrusters or
“micro pyro” devices use combusting propellants such as lead styphnate, Zirconium
Perchlorate Potassium (ZPP), nitrocellulose, and others. This is because they are
trying to maximize the amount of available energy, per device, to counteract the fact
that the device is so tiny. These are not good for this device for two reasons. First
is that groups working on microthrusters using combusting propellants reported that
they do not work below a certain size, which is around the scale of 100 µm because
combustion is not sustained [20]. For sodium azide, if an individual cell only partially
works it is still valuable, while combusting cells are all or nothing.

2.3.1

Theorectical Thrust
Without a nozzle design, it is impossible to give an exact value for thrust

prediction. However, you can calculate the total momentum that is available to
be harvested from the gas. The actual value seen will be some percentage of this
value. In a perfect vacuum a nozzle of infinite length is required to harvest all of this
momentum.
To get a prediction of the impulse bit for a single well and the total impulse per
unit area of chip, it was assumed that the released gas has an isotropic momentum
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Fig. 2.3: A simplified process flow to make a microscale chip, showing a cut out
from a large array. The heater fabrication is shown in one step because two different
methods will be discussed.
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distribution - namely the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for an ideal gas, shown
here in one dimension and normalized:
−p2
1
P (p) = √
e 2mkT
2πmkT

(2.3)

where p is the momentum, m is the mass of a single nitrogen molecule (N2 ), k is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Saying that the molecules obey
this distribution is equivalent to saying that the gas is at a measured temperature
T (macroscopic average), and at equilibrium. As thrust measurements have not yet
been performed, the accuracy of these assumptions and model is unknown. T is
at least 548 K (275 ◦C), plus extra because the reaction is exothermic, and extra
because sodium azide has been shown to not completely decompose in some cases
until temperatures up to 350 ◦C. It could also be less due to heat transfer to the
substrate.
The average momentum of a molecule sent in the positive direction (which is
defined as towards the opening) is
r
Z ∞
2mkT
p̄ =
p · P (p) · dx =
π
0

(2.4)

Assuming that the gas particles collide perfectly elastically with each other and the
walls of the chip, gas particles with momentum in the negative direction would rebound and eventually exit. After all gas particles have exited, the total momentum
imparted to the chip would be
δpthruster

3 V ∗ ρNaN3 ∗ NA
= N · p̄ = ∗
·
2
MNaN3

r

2mkT
π

(2.5)

where NA is Avogadro’s number and converts moles of gas to actual number of gas
molecules. Using this equation, the impulse from a well 300 µm x 300 µm x 50 µm was
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calculated to be 38.6 µN s. Assuming a spacing of 50 µm, the total impulse from a chip
1cm x 1cm would be 31.5 mN s. Isp can be calculated by dividing the impulse from
one well by the mass of the propellant in that well, and then by gravity to convert to
Earth-weight
Isp =

p
.
mg

(2.6)

This theory gives an Isp of 474 s with no nozzle used. This completely wastes all
momentum that could be harvested that heads sideways out of the well, which is a
significant portion wasted. A nozzle could increase this value of Isp over the value
given here.
To consider the effect on a cube satellite of a thrust this size, a simple model
of a cube of uniform density, mass 1 kg being rotated about an axis passing through
the center of two opposite faces was considered. The moment of inertia of the cube is

I=M

s2
.
6

(2.7)

Force causes an angular acceleration, and both were integrated to arrive at
Z

s
τ = I θ̇ + θ̇0 = ∆p · .
2

(2.8)

The impulse bit of 38.6 µN s results in a 3.2 × 10−5 rad s−1 rotation, or 6.6 arcseconds
per second.

2.3.2

Layered Chips
It was considered using this chip to provide gas for a warm gas thruster, instead

of harvesting the thrust from the escaping gas directly. In this case, large 10 cm x
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10 cm chips could be stacked on top of each other, taking up one side of a cube
satellite. This would be preferential to storing the gas in a pressurized tank because
it would not leak and would have greater efficiency of mass.
Propellant tank walls do not scale favorably, assuming constant material strength,
as the thickness required becomes a greater percentage of the diameter as you get
smaller and smaller. Also, MEMS valves are known to leak, and are not suitable for
long-term (interplanetary) missions. However, this device has a limited number of
bits and is probably not suitable for a long mission - instead micro ion thrusters are
a better option.
Another concern that a stacked layer design addresses is that sodium azide
decomposes photolytically, so exposing the thruster chip to space with strong sunlight
hitting it could destroy it [30]. Stacked layers of chips feeding a small storage volume
would be protected from sunlight, ions, and atmospheric particles.

2.4

PCB Chip

The basic design of a large chip is the same as the small one, except instead of
depositing metals to create heaters a custom printed circuit board (PCB) was used.
The size of a PCB chip was such that no microscale effects relating to fabrication,
which create difficulties when creating the microscale device, had to be considered.
This simplified the process. Also, the hardest part of the microscale device, the
heater array, was simplified. Because the PCB chip was so large, large arrays cannot
be fabricated anyway and a simple circuit was used. An overview of the fabrication
process is given in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4: Process flow for creating PCB-based chips (z-axis not to scale).
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First the PCB was ordered from ExpressPCB. They were drawn using the
software provided by the company. A sample chip is shown in Fig. 2.5. They are
2-layer boards. They came in a size 3.8” x 2.5” from which six 1.25” x 1.25” chips
were cut using a CNC (see Fig. 2.6 for an uncut sample. Six designs were drawn,
with three of each design being printed, resulting in 18 chips being tested. The PCB
material was FR4 epoxy laminate coated with 0.0017” Cu and a Pb/Sn solder layer
printed on both sides. The minimum trace width was 0.006” or 170 µm. The company
reported the maximum operating temperature to be 125 ◦C, and it was observed that
the board began to char at around 160 ◦C.
Considering making large arrays, a round of PCB chips were printed that
included a simple circuit containing diodes. The point of the circuit was to reduce
the amount of chip surface area required to be used for traces, thereby increasing the
area density of gas that could be produced. Using the circuit, only one trace per row
and per column was required instead of two traces, one each leading to and from each
heater. By applying a positive voltage at one row and grounding one column, only
one cell recieved power. Other current paths were possible, but would have had to
travel at least two times backwards through diodes, severely limiting the amount of
power that those routes recieved. Because a large array was not required of these
PCB chips, in the future this diode design, critical for the microscale version, would
be left out. The chips in this thesis served as proof of concept for the idea.
The next step was to selectively etch the board. The reason for this was to
increase the resistivity of the serpentine heaters. The minimum trace width being so
large, there was a concern that the chips would require too much power to heat, tens
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Fig. 2.5: PCB design drawn in PCB Express software. They are two-layer PCBs,
with one shown in red and the other in green.

Fig. 2.6: Printed PCBS. Each individual chip is 1.25” square, with six being placed
on a 2.5” x 3.8” PCB board. The backside has pads for SMT diodes (not shown).
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of Watts, and that the heating would not be selective enough to the heater coils over
the traces. An etching process was defined and tested. Ultimately, because functional
chips were fabricated without this extra process it will be omitted from future designs.
The last steps were the same as the microscale process — that is to spin
and pattern SU-8 and then deposit sodium azide from solution. In these larger chips
problems with SU-8, such as being nonplanar and cracking, were not an issue because
they did not affect device performance. Sodium azide deposition was done by the same
process, but because the substrate contact angle is within 10° of the SU-8 it was not
as effective at keeping the crystal deposition within the wells. A completed chip is in
Fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7: A photo of a completed device.
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3

Simple Heater Arrays

In this chapter, simple heater arrays that can be fabricated in one metal deposition step are considered. They have the benefit of ease of fabrication, but it will
be shown that they make large arrays unfeasible due to the amount of chip surface
required for traces to and from the heaters. For the PCB chips, which do not need
large arrays, this simple circuit is shown to be enough.
Heaters, in this device, were simply traces which were thinner than others and
thus more resistive. Thus, a “simple circuit” is the simplest possible circuit — a single
resistor. By making a serpentine path, with trace and separation near the line width
of the equipment, a square area with heaters is filled to 50%. In both the macroscale
and microscale devices described in this thesis, it was important that the heater coils
be fabricated near the linewidth in order to make them much more resistive than the
traces. A ratio of 5 for the heater coil width to trace width was found to be sufficient
in PCB devices, but the greater the ratio the better.

3.1

Heater and Trace Cross-sectional Area

There are many ways to consider trace thickness requirement: a finite element
model (such as can be done in COMSOL), a model based on heat diffusion, and a
simple model which is just based on power dissipated and joule heating. A consideration for trace dimensions beyond theoretical models was the minimum linewidth
for the equipment used, 5 µm for microfabricated traces and 0.006” for the PCB. The
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simple heating model is as follows [35]:
∆T =

I2 · R
L·κ

(3.1)

κ is the thermal conductivity of the sample, I is the current, L is the length, and
R is the resistance. In order to consider the effect of changing width and thickness,
resistance must be converted to bulk resistivity.
R=

ρL
A

I 2 ρL
A·L·κ
I 2ρ
=
w·t·κ

(3.2)

∆T =

(3.3)

This simple model says that temperature varies linearly with the inverse of
trace width and thickness. By making the heater line ten times as thin as the traces,
the change in temperature will be ten times as much. Even as little as changing
twice as much would be sufficient for this design, as raising the heaters by 300 ◦C, the
minimum required, and raising the traces on the glass by 150 ◦C would be reasonable.
However, in all designs the traces were made at least six times as much as the heater
linewidths. Another consideration wass that once the thinner traces start heating,
their resistance will increase, increasing the fraction of power dissipated through the
coil and increasing heater selectivity. For both Al and Cu the resistance will increase
by 2.1 times from 20 ◦C to 300 ◦C.
This simple model does not consider conduction from the trace to the substrate, and in fact is generally known to be inaccurate for thin films. Thus, a more
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complex model would be required to accurately predict the temperature. A finite
element analysis (FEA) simulation was begun in COMSOL Multiphysics, an FEA
modeling software, but was not completed as it was discovered that developing such
a model would require determining some constants for our system experimentally,
such as heat transfer coefficients. This would be very time consuming and beyond
the scope of this thesis. Thus, the simple model was used to guide design without
any accurate prediction of actual temperature.
Inserting values for aluminum and a typical evaporated thickness of 200 nm
into the equation, the minimum current required to heat the device based on width
alone can be plotted, which goes as

1
x

to power but

√

x to current,

ρ = 2.82 × 10−8 W m
κ = 237 W m−1 K
∆T = 300 ◦C
t = 200 nm.

The urrent required based on heater trace width is plotted in Fig. 3.1, using the values
listed above. Key to understanding this graph is that it was based on the power given
in Watts, so that this was the current required to heat the device in 1 second.

3.2

Trace Surface Area Required with Only Linear Circuit Components

A non-diode solution was considered because of its ease of fabrication, however
it had a fatal drawback. The space required for the traces to and from the heaters
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Fig. 3.1: The current required to heat a trace to 300 ◦C in 1 s, by heater width,
assuming a simple heating model, no heat diffusion to the substrate, and an aluminum
metal thickness of 200 nm.
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used too much surface area in a chip in which surface area to deposit sodium azide
was at a premium. This can be seen in an analysis of crystal area versus total chip
area. The critical area was the edge, as all traces must exit between those wells. An
illustration is given in Fig. 3.2.
The number of traces between each well at the edge was given by the total
number of traces required divided by exit paths. The total number of traces was
equal to the number of wells times two in order to make a closed circuit. Excluding
the edge wells, the number of traces is 2(n − 2)2 . The total number of exit paths was
four sides times the number of paths in a side. Also, the two corner paths conflict and
were only counted as one, leaving the result 4(n − 2) for the number of exit paths.
The number of traces required per path (T ) became
T =

2(n − 2)2
4(n − 2)

=

n−2
2

∝

n

This seemed reasonable at first, as with a 9 x 9 array it required

(3.4)

7
2

traces, or half of

the time three and half four traces. However, a 9 x 9 array was not very useful unless
each well is very large, and then it would not be useful for attitude control. (However
it would have other uses, such as the PCB balloon inflators). Even a small 50 x 50
array required 24 traces to fit in between each well. Using the spacing given by this
theory, four wells could not be heated for arrays of size 10 x 10 and larger, due to a
routing issue. The next step is to analyze more concretely what this means in terms
of chip functionality by looking at the chip area occupied by these exorbitant traces.
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Fig. 3.2: Each trace from the center must exit between the last row of wells on each
side, which ultimately governs minimum well spacing.
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The total area for crystal deposition is given by
s 2 n2

(3.5)

where s is the side length of a well and assuming an n x n array. The total area was
given by considering squares which contained the traces and the wells, of side length
s + d, where d is the total width taken up by all the traces. This gave the total area
as
(s · n + (n − 1) · d)2 .

(3.6)

The fraction of area filled by the wells was

F illingF raction =

s2 n2
(s · n + (n − 1) · d)2

(3.7)

The variable d was also a function of n. The number of traces required to fit between
each well increased as n increased. Taking tw to be the width of a single trace, ts
the spacing between traces, and w as a buffer between the traces and the edge of the
well, it was
d = tw · T + ts · (T − 1) + 2w(n − 1)
= tw

n−2
n−2
+ ts (
− 1) + 2w(n − 1).
2
2

(3.8)
(3.9)

This is tabulated in Table 3.1. It assumed a minimum reasonable trace width
and spacings. It is also compared to the case if there is only required one trace per row
and column, which is presented in next chapter as a solution to this problem of large
arrays. Also, Fig. 3.3 shows the percent filling, assuming some likely parameters, as
a function of array dimension.
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Fig. 3.3: This is a plot for the % area taken up by sodium azide covering the surface
as a function of array dimension (n). Assumptions are: side length is 300 µm, trace
width is 50 µm, and spacing is 20 µm.
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n

s for 50%, (µm)

s for 70%, (µm)

s for 70%, diode (µm)

5

473

1003

368

10

1347

2858

414

25

4044

8580

442

50

8564

18171

451

100

17614

37373

456

Table 3.1: Percent area not containing traces for arrays as a function of array size
and side length. It is assumed that traces are 50 µm in width, with 20 µm on a side
and 20 µm spacing to the wells on either side.

3.3

Microscale Masks

Arrays were designed, and the results shown in Fig. 3.4 through Fig. 3.8. All
masks were for 4-inch wafers. The mask aligner used only exposed the center 3 inches
of the wafer, so all components were drawn within this region. A 10 x 10 array of 1 mm
x 1 mm heaters was drawn with all traces to illustrate more concretely the amount
of space taken up by these traces, in Fig. 3.4. The SU-8 mask for this is shown in
Fig. 3.5. Other, smaller arrays with smaller wells were also printed (Fig. 3.6), and the
corresponding SU-8 mask shown in Fig. 3.7. The printed masks, on Mylar at 35,512
DPI, are shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.4

Microscale Heaters — Metal Deposition and Patterning

Evaporation and the lift-off method were used to deposit and pattern the
metals. The lift-off method was as follows. First, 3 mL of the positive photoresist
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Fig. 3.4: A 10 x 10 array of 1mm x
1mm wells. Including the traces it fills
a 3” circle.

Fig. 3.5: SU-8 mask for the 10 x 10
single metal heater array.

Fig. 3.6: A few different sizes of
heater arrays made from a single metal
deposition.

Fig. 3.7: SU-8 mask to go along with
the one on the left.
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Fig. 3.8: These are the masks as they are printed on Mylar. They must be taped to
a glass plate to be used.
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AZ4620 was spun at 3000RPM maximum speed for 30 seconds. Then, it was baked
at 100 ◦C for 5 minutes to remove most of the solvent. It was next exposed for 40
seconds on a Kasper mask aligner. The intensity of our aligner is not known. Finally,
it was developed for 55 seconds in 3:1 DI H2 O:AZ400K Developer. The image of the
photoresist at this point was the inverse of the metal image, so that the substrate was
clear where metal is to be deposisted. The metal was then evaporated onto the wafer.
Finally, the entire wafer was submerged in acetone and agitated, revealing the metal
pattern. This stripping step took about 40 minutes, or 2 minutes if an ultrasonic
sonicator was used. A concern with evaporated metals was that some do not adhere
well to glass, such as aluminum. By placing 10 nm of Cr before depositing, there was
no trouble.
Evaporation is straightforward, but one issue with the equipment used in this
thesis was crucibles. Crucible liners were used with aluminum because they prevent
thermal loss from the evaporant to the crucible, reducing power requirements. For
most materials, ”vitreous graphite” liners were used. These, made of compressed,
non-porous graphite, were purchased from MDC. Aluminum particularly needed a
liner because it is so reactive - it forms alloys with most metals at the temperatures
used for evaporation. With the graphite, a thin layer of yellow aluminum carbide will
form on the surface of the aluminum, reducing evaporation rates and incorporating
impurities in your film [36]. Liquid aluminum is highly reactive, and any crucible
will slowly contaminate and degrade the sample material. Copper is best with a
molybdenum crucible, because it is unreactive with that material [37].
For these heater arrays, two masks were required. First was for the metal
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deposition, and the second was for the SU-8 well patterning. For images of masks,
see Section 3.3. Masks were printed by Fineline Imaging on Mylar film at 35,512 DPI,
suitable for 10 µm features. It was taped to a 5” x 5” glass plate using double sided
tape in order to be loaded into the mask aligner.

3.5

PCB Chips Printed

The PCB chips printed for the first round of testing included a 4 x 4 array of
wells of different sizes, and included a circuit containing diodes which is explained in
Chapter 4. In this first round of testing it was found that the complex circuit was
not needed, and the next round of testing did not contain any diodes. Having the
diodes reduced the number of wires leading to the PCB from 8 to 4, which aided in
experimental setup for testing the chips, but are not needed in the final device.
The chips were drawn using the software provided by ExpressPCB, and printed
by the same company [38]. The properties of the chips relevant to this work are listed
in Table 3.5. The maximum operating temperature for the PCB was only 125,
compared to the 275 ◦C required to decompose sodium azide. This resulted in the chip
being burned and blackened and releasing smoke, although the sodium azide was still
decomposed. The observations on this smoke are given in Chapter 6, where results
of acutating the chips are discussed. The PCBs used were built on FR-4, a fiberglass
with a flame retardant “FR” epoxy resin. This meant that when burnt, they did not
stay ignited. Other common PCB materials are less suited for this application, such
as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) which can withstand 350 ◦C but is hydrophobic.
This would require a hydrophilic surface coating in order to be able to deposit sodium
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azide in the wells.

3.5.1

Etching of PCBs
Before PCB chips were printed and tested for the first time, there was a concern

that heating would not be selective enough — that the traces would heat up too much
and not just the heater coils. This was because the line width for the PCBs was large,
so that the difference in width between heater coil widths and trace widths would
possibly not be great enough. By the theory above, not only changing width but
changing thickness should have the same effect on increasing resistance. If they were
heating up too much the traces could be masked and then the heater coils etched,
to make them thinner. A process for etching was developed. It was discovered to be
unnecessary, but is presented here.
First, the Pb/Sn solder was etched in 13% nitric acid. The etch rate was found
to be 17 µm per minute. Copper has a low etch rate in this solution of pure nitric
acid, and so it acted as an etch stop. The chip was left for five minutes to remove
solder.
The second etch step was to etch the copper. This was done using cupric
chloride. Cupric chloride was a nice etchant for three reasons. First was that the etch
rate was reasonable for this application, requiring a slow and controlled etch, which
averaged 22 µm per minute over five minutes. The second was that it acted as its
own etch stop. When it etched copper, copper oxides were produced and the solution
turned brown (see Fig. 3.9). The solution was reused by oxidizing — either through
letting it sit exposed to air for hours or by adding an oxidizer such as H2 O2 . This
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Substrate Material

FR-4 Epoxy, 0.062”

Maximum Temperature

125 ◦C

Copper Thickness

0.0017”

Minimum Trace Width

0.006”

Minimum Hole Size

0.014”

Table 3.2: Properties of PCBs printed by ExpressPCB.

freed the copper ions to form cupric chlorides. So, by starting with a fresh solution of
known pH and volume, and known chip etch area, it could theoretically be controlled
to stop the etch at a certain depth very accurately. 100 mL of fresh solution, with one
PCB chip, was found to turn dark and almost stop etching within 5 minutes. The
exact values for this etch stop were not found because it was found that chips made
without etching were also viable.

3.6

Conclusion on Viability of Simple Circuit Design

Without a more complex circuit, the amount of space taken up by traces
becomes such that the device is useless as an attitude control thruster. A possible
circuit design to solve this problem is presented in Chapter 4. For larger chips which
require fewer wells this is completely unnecessary.
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Fig. 3.9: Etchant of copper chlorides and hydrochloric acid, along with copper oxides. The solution turned darker and the etch rate slowed as etching proceeded.
Re-oxidation restored the etchant to the light green color and faster etch rate.
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4

Heater Arrays Containing Diodes

The solution to having high-density arrays was to use diodes, the same circuit
as was used in the PCB chips (see Fig. 4.1). The PCB chips used SMT diodes
soldered on the backside, but the microscale chips used MIM diodes fabricated on
the surface. Using diodes, only one trace is required per row and column, instead of
having individual traces which fill the chip.
The best solution for density would appear to be a complex (and much more
expensive) integrated circuit. However, IC components such as PN junction based
diodes and transistors fail at the temperatures that would be experienced by the device. Silicon has a high enough coefficient of heat transfer that the circuit containing
substrate would heat up for a range and depth that could destroy the circuit components underneath if the heaters were built directly upon the IC. Instead of this,
metal-insulator-metal diodes were fabricated. These are poor diodes (in terms of high
reverse current) compared to PN junction diodes. However, they are much more temperature resistant. Their properties change, but they do not fail under temperatures
required for this application and still show a diodic IV curve. Where the traces cross
in the circuit diagram, a thin layer of Parylene was deposited in order to insulate
them from each other.
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Fig. 4.1: Circuit diagram for an addressable heater array. It only uses one trace per
row and column instead of two per well.
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4.1

MIM Diodes

The key to the function of large addressable heater arrays of microscale dimension were MIM diodes. For the PCB chips, SMT diodes were used but these were
orders of magnitude too large for the microscale chip. MIM diodes work by primarily
tunneling current, with electrons tunneling through the thin insulator layer into the
other metal. They act as a diode if you have two metals of different work functions.
The tunneling barrier height seen by the electrons is different from each side, and the
current to the metal with higher work function will be greater (Fig. 4.2). The oxide
electron barrier is shown as a trapezoidal shape, which has been shown experimentally
to be a good approximation.

4.1.1

Fabrication of MIM Diodes
The fabrication method used in this thesis was to vacuum evaporate a first

. All metals were evaporated
metal which was conductive and oxidizable to tens of A
and patterned using the lift-off method. Then, it was oxidized. Finally, a second
metal was deposited which had higher work function than the first. Due to fabrication
issues, even if the same metal was used on both sides it would be a diode since the
oxidized layer would have different junction properties with the two metal layers.
Also, the method of metal deposition and oxidation had an effect on the properties
of the diode, which is discussed later.
Another material consideration is that the metal should be depositable through
evaporation. Aluminum oxidizes easily to the correct range for tunneling, and then
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Fig. 4.2: Energy level diagram for an MIM diode.
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self-passivates. This eases processing. To see a list of critical properties of possible
materials, see Table 4.1.
Aluminum was chosen for the first metal, partly because there was much more
information on using it for MIM diodes in the literature and partly because of its
oxidation properties. For the second metal, platinum would be better in every respect
but copper was chosen because it was readily available. Gold is also better than copper
except it is known to form a purple alloy with aluminum which flakes off, which would
ruin the diode.
With these decisions made, the process flow was designed (Fig. 4.3). First, a
10nm layer of chromium and then 200nm of aluminum were deposited. The chromium
was important because otherwise the aluminum flaked off during the lift-off procedure
(see Chapter 3 for a description of metal deposition procedure). Next the aluminum
on the entire wafer was oxidized. Methods of oxidation are discussed in section 4.1.3.
Parylene was deposited over the entire wafer, then masked and etched in oxygen RIE
for ten minutes, leaving it only on top of the aluminum where the traces crossed
the copper traces. Finally, copper traces were deposited, forming diodes wherever it
contacted the aluminum. The last process steps were SU-8 well formation and sodium
azide deposition, treated in Chapter 5.

4.1.2

Theory
Modeling the current through these diodes was based mainly on the work

of J.G. Simmons, done in the early 1960s. In the following decades the work was
tested experimentally many times, and found to be generally accurate, but did not
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Fig. 4.3: Complete process flow for microscale chips containing diodes.
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Material

Conductivity (W−1 cm)

Work Function (eV)

Aluminum

3.77 × 107

4.08

Copper

5.8 × 107

4.7

Platinum

9.44 × 106

6.35

Gold

4.25 × 107

5.1

Titanium

1.8 × 106

4.33

Nickel

1.54 × 107

5.01

Silver

6.3 × 107

4.73

Table 4.1: E-Beam Evaporable Materials and Viability for MIM Diodes
account for some effects seen. The experimental values having a strong dependence
on fabrication procedure was also not anticipated. Papers are still being published
on the topic today. The equations were plotted and investigated through Maple,
and used to guide design, but will require experimental validation for the equipment
used to fabricate them. Once the first diodes are fabricated with our equipment and
experimentally fited to Simmons’ theory, it can be used for future design work. An
example plot is shown in Fig. 4.4.
Simmons assumes the electrons on each side are separated by a barrier of some
height (in eV) and the only current is to tunnel through it. The vacuum energy level is
assumed to be the same on both metals, creating a trapezoidal barrier [40]. Simmons
also considers a more complex barrier shape, but some experimentalists found that
the trapezoidal barrier gave a better result. He then published two papers on MIM
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Fig. 4.4: Specific resistance versus voltage for MIM diode [39].
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junctions, one with the metals the same [41] and one with the metals different [39].
All experimental verifications of Simmons’ theory were found to match, although each one had some discrepancies which they tried to address such as disagreement at voltages above 5-10 V or that experimental parameters that gave best
fit were different than expected. Another problem was the experimental parameters’
dependence on metal deposition and oxidation method, and even on how the wafer
was handled between process steps. Even evaporated films created by slightly different machines had differences in junction performance, but still followed a general
trend. The nature of the device is such that while pretty good guidelines are given for
modeling based on good experimental fits in the past, these cannot be wholly known
until a device is fabricated with a lab’s equipment and IV curves measured and fitted.
So many people have fabricated these diodes that it is not a concern whether or not
they will actually work. The only question is to determine the actual turn on voltage
and device characteristics. A review of various labs’ work makes up the rest of this
section. By providing a review, once it is known how diodes fabricated with this lab’s
equipment behave it will be easier to understand the results.
Most research done is on Al-Al2 O3 -Al diodes, which are still diodes because the
grown oxide and depositing the second metal on the oxide results in different tunneling
barrier heights. Various results from such devices are quoted below because they serve
as a guide for modeling as well as the effect of different fabrication procedures on the
tunneling current.
Pollack and Morris fabricated thermally evaporated Al-Al2 O3 -Al junctions and
Al-Al2 O3 -Au junctions. They determined that Simmons’ theory worked for less than
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1 V applied, and reasonably well for 1 V to 5 V. The fitted parameters for the all

 for the barrier thickness, 1.5 eV and 1.85 eV for the two
aluminum diode were 17.5 A
barrier heights, and a dielectric constant of 12. This difference in barrier height of
0.35 eV was smaller than those reported by other groups because of their oxidation
method. They used a glow discharge of oxygen instead of thermally grown and

 [42].
produced oxides up to 25 A
Kumagai and colleagues made electrolytically grown oxides on thermally grown
aluminum which were shown to have barrier heights of 2.0 eV and 2.8 eV, which is
more typical than Pollack and Morris’ results. The dielectric constant used was
8.0 [43].
Nakai and Miyazaki’s all-aluminum diodes, with oxidation in air at room tem-

, showed symmetric JV characteristics with a barrier height of 3.4 eV
perature to 30 A
both directions. They assumed the bulk dielectric constant of 8 as well [44].
Krishnan built Al-Al2 O3 -Cr MIM diodes and received inconsistent results.
Some samples were Ohmic, which he postulated was due to pinholes in the oxide,
and some samples were highly diodic. As applied voltage approached 1.9 V, the current rapidly increased and then the device was destroyed [45].
One additional issue is that the tunneling current has been experimentally
found to only pass through 4% (or less) of the total diode area. This was reported by
multiple researchers [42]. This makes sense considering how tunneling current drops
off exponentially with distance. If the film interfaces are not completely flat, which
is very hard to accomplish with evaporation, current will only tunnel through the
peaks.
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4.1.3

Aluminum Oxidation
Aluminum oxidation is a critical step because not only its thickness but the

method of oxidation very much determines the current density of the MIM diodes. It
also affects the consistency of results.
Aluminum oxide thickness can be measured by the capacitance of the MIM
structure. People have found that the thickness determined by capacitance was different than the thickness determined by fitting to Simmons’ theory. One reported that
it was up to 2x than the effective thickness seen by the tunneling current, but should
be proportional to it [46]. Most postulate that this was because of the exponential
nature of tunneling versus the linear nature of capacitance, and try to correlate the
two results. Usually a linear factor is suggested.
A simple oxidation method is to leave the sample in atmosphere, at room
temperature or heated, for a few hours to days. Nakai reported leaving the aluminum

 to 70 A

at room temperature for a few hours and receiving inconsistent results of 30 A
of oxide.
Another method was to electrolytically oxidize the aluminum, for greater thickness. This method was to place the sample in an aqueous solution of 0.5% citric
acid and 0.5% di-ammonium hydrogen citrate. 2.5 V were applied for an unspecified

 of oxide, measured capacitively [46]. A second
length of time. The result was 50 A
electrolytic oxidation method, using 3% ammonium tartrate at 200 mA for a few

 thick oxides [43].
minutes, produced 78 A
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4.2

Parylene

Parylene is a CVD deposited polymer which is used because it is conformal,
resistant to many chemicals, and biocompatible. For this thesis its insulating and
conformal properties were relied upon. The type used in this research is Parylene-C,
which is the more conformal of the standard types.
Layers deposited were on the order of tens of nanometers. When Parylene
is deposited, it bounces off of the walls of the chamber many times before coming
to rest, which results in its conformal nature. It coats the entirety of the inside of
the chamber. The thickness of the layer deposited can be found by the amount of
Parylene deposited divided by the total surface area it deposits on. The chamber
was so large that the difference in sample sizes had little effect on the final thickness
value. Thus, by specifying the amount of Parylene placed in the machine, the final
thickness was determined regardless of other parameters. Using 0.30 g of Parylene in
the machine was found to produce a layer 64 nm thick.
The dielectric strength of Parylene is given as 268 MV m−1 . For a thickness of
64 nm this results in a breakdown voltage of 18.4 V. This is approximately 4x what
is needed to run the device, and so will be sufficient. Also, because Parylene C is
conformal and pinhole-free, there will be no issue with metal connections through
pinholes. If during experimentation a breakdown is observed, thicker Parylene layers
of up to 100 µm are reasonable to deposit, but take more time and materials.
Although it is chemically resistant, Parylene can be etched by oxygen plasma [47].
The equipment used in this work was a parallel plate type plasma asher. Using a flow
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rate of 20sccm O2 and a forward power of 150 W, it was shown that within ten minutes
the Parylene layers deposited were completely removed.
AZ4620 is barely suitable for a mask because it is etched as well and also
redeposited on the surface, masking small islands. However, using a lower forward
power reduces or eliminated redeposition. Ten minutes at the power listed was not
enough to etch completely through the photoresist.
It was considered to also coat the SU-8 tops with Parylene to increase their
hydrophobicity - to contact angle 110. However, the theory on wetting (see Section
5.1) showed that the contact angle difference afforded by Parylene had hardly any
effect.
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5

SU-8 Well Fabrication and Sodium Azide Deposition

In order to control deposition of the sodium azide into the microstructure wells,
a design based on surface hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity was created (see Fig. 5.1 for
the definition of contact angle used). This was critical for the microscale chip because
it would be impractical to hand-fill each well with propellant solution when there are
thousands of wells. It relied upon the bottom of the well being more hydrophilic
than the top of the well, thus solutions with water as the solvent will stay in the
wells and no solution, and thus no crystals, will be deposited between the wells (see
Fig. 5.2). More solution is trapped than the volume of the well, and evaporation fills
the well completely as long as the contact angle is great enough and the depth low
enough. This worked perfectly for the microscale chip; the entire chip was covered
with solution, then the excess allowed to run off, and the sodium azide was deposited
in the correct locations only. In the PCB chip this was not the case because the
bottom of the well was not hydrophilic enough. The substrate, FR-4 laminate, was
nearly as hydrophobic as the top of the wells, which was SU-8. This was not a
problem because with only four wells they could all be hand-deposited. There was
some selectivity, in that a droplet placed in a well stayed there, but if the tops of the
wells were wetted then, upon drying, crystals were seen there.
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Fig. 5.1: Definition of contact angle.
5.1

Fig. 5.2: Drawing of crystal deposition from solution.

Wetting of Microstructures

A good review of surface wetting was given by DeGennes in 1985, and is a
seminal paper which forms the basis of wetting researches today [48]. This paper
gave a good overview of the process of wetting and the physics behind it, along with
different theoretical models for different regimes.
If you control through a monolayer to have small hydrophilic areas within a
larger hydrophobic region on a flat surface, you can control crystals to only grow
in those areas [49, 50]. Surface features such as towers or wells can aid in trapping
larger volumes. In the microscale, a tower can be capped by a droplet with a radius
larger than the tower itself [51]. However, because this work incorporates heaters,
the structures needed to be too large for this to happen. In the scale of our wells,
hundreds of micrometers and larger, ultimately a well can trap more solution and
maximize the surface area of the chip. Both towers and simply engineering the surface
hydrohpilicity are limited in how much liquid they can trap by the contact angle the
solution makes with the surface (defined in Fig. 5.1). Towers can actually trap a lot
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of solution, from a drop of double the tower diameter or larger, but only for towers
of diameter less than 100 nm [52].
Wells of a certain size or less were difficult to wet — the solution did not enter
the wells. A superhydrophobic surface could be created out of SU-8 by patterning it
into pillars separated by less than 50 µm. The mechanism was that the water droplet
rests on top of the towers, and does not wet the substrate beneath [53]. For this
device, it means that it was difficult to wet the bottom wells of side length less than
50 µm, which was observed. 50 µm wells were the smallest fabricated in this research,
and it was difficult, but not impossible, to wet them. Wells of side length 75 µm were
also fabricated, and were usually easily wettable. Sometimes they would not wet, and
this was believed to be due to mistakes during fabrication of those particular samples.
Ondarçuhu et al found that the arguments for macroscale wetting and contact
line pinning worked for step sizes down to 3/2 the size of an individual polymer chain,
for molecules down to a few nm in length. This led me to conclude that a hydrous
sodium azide solution could be pinned by a single atom step. For the scales used in
this research (tens of µm), there was no problem with pinning the contact line and
trapping solution in the wells, and the wall did have an effect in pinning the contact
line [54].

5.2

SU-8 Well Fabrication Procedure

In order to create stress-free, crack-free, and bubble-free thick SU-8, some
methods were adopted from literature which deviated from the company’s datasheet.
The procedure is outlined in Table 5.1. Before the test was run, the SU-8 was allowed
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to reach room temperature so that its viscosity was the correct value. It was stored
in a refrigerator to extend its shelf life. Also, the Pyrex wafer was baked at 200 ◦C
for 20 minutes in order to remove water and promote adhesion. It was unknown if
that step was necessary.
Discussion of these steps follows: Pouring the SU-8 while the chuck was spinning at 100RPM makes a more uniform layer because it aided in making the drop
centered on the wafer. The chuck was not completely level and pouring while spinning
prevented SU-8 flowing to one side before the spin began. It also prevented bubbles
which created divots and ruined wells underneath them. Dropping with the dropper
invariably produced bubbles because the resist was so viscous. Also, the resist must
be poured in one step, and could not be done with multiple droppers. The second
layer sat upon the first, even though no soft bake had been done, and made the PR
thicker at the center of the wafer.
This research began with spinning SU-8 2025 at a slower max RPM, 1000,
which according to the datasheet should have produced a 50 µm thick resist layer.
However, through measuring fabricated structures in the DekTak in HiDEC it was
discovered that the actual thickness was 55±10 µm. On any given wafer, the thickness
variation was ±1.5 µm, but between wafers the average could vary 10 µm. For all
further trials, SU-8 2075 was used. By spinning the more viscous resist at 4000RPM
max speed, a more uniform well depth was realized. Another parameter which affected
the thickness but which was not well controlled was the amount of resist poured before
spinning. The dropper was abandoned due to problems with the viscosity of the resist,
and so the amount of resist poured was only measured by the diameter of the drop
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1. Drop 3 mL of Omnicoat and spin at 3000RPM for 30 seconds.
2. Bake Omnicoat at 200 ◦C for 5 minutes (100 ◦C for 20 minutes for PCB)
3. Allow wafer to cool for 3 minutes
4. Pour 3 mL of SU-8 from the jar directly onto the wafer while it is spinning at
100RPM
5. Ramp quickly to 600RPM and let it stay there until the resist has spread out
to 2-2.5 inch diameter.
6. Spin at max speed to planarize. This depends on thickness of SU-8 desired, but
a general number is 3000RPM for 30 seconds.
7. Decelerate to zero over 10 seconds.
8. Soft bake for 10-15 minutes at 70 ◦C, with longer times for thicker layers.
9. Expose for 90 seconds using a green filter which removes short wavelength visible
light.
10. For PCBs, where quality of the films is less important, the post-exposure bake
(PEB) can be 5 minutes at 100 ◦C. Microscale SU-8 structures require a complex
PEB detailed in section 5.4.
11. Develop for 6 minutes with agitation in SU-8 Developer (Microchem).

Table 5.1: SU-8 Well Fabrication Procedure
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it made as it was first poured, which was probably not an accurate method.
Precise spin acceleration cannot be controlled with this lab’s equipment, so the
two-phase spin was developed and worked nearly all the time. The chuck was spun
slowly at first to allow a general spreading of the SU-8, then brought to the maximum
speed to achieve the desired thickness. If accelerated too quickly, tendrils reached the
edge and then resist flowed off those, leaving most of the wafer uncovered.
The spin speed was determined by the SU-8 formulation and the desired thickness. The SU-8 used was 2000 series from Microchem. These came in different viscosities and were labeled for their thickness after spinning at 3000RPM; for example,
SU-8 2005 spins to 5 µm thickness and SU-8 2050 spins to 50 µm thickness. By spinning slower or faster a different thickness can be achieved, but it is better to spin
faster than slower if a uniform layer is desired, using this equipment. Thus, to get a
60 µm thick layer, it was better to spin SU-8 2100 at 4000RPM than SU-8 2050 at
2500RPM.
After development and rinsing and drying, the wafer was allowed to set partially covered in the fume hood for five minutes to allow absorbed developer solution
to evaporate out.
For thick layers, 100 µm and above, an extra long soft bake was needed. During
this time, the photoresist reflowed and planarized. An example was given in [55], to
soft bake for ten hours at 95 ◦C for a 1 mm thick layer.
Arrays of wells, generally 25 x 25, of side lengths from 50 µm to 1000 µm and
spacings from 10 µm to 300 µm were fabricated and tested with wetting and crystal
depositon. A photo of microscale wells is given in Fig. 5.3, and a set of wells fabricated
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on a PCB is shown in Fig. 5.4. Light was reflected onto the surface so that the photo
shows the SU-8 surface and how it is not planar. Only the microscale chips have
planar SU-8. Wetted microscale wells are shown in Fig. 5.5. Each well traps an
amount of solution and there is no excess solution found between the wells.

Fig. 5.3: SU-8 Wells made in various sizes to test wetting and propellant
deposition. Thicknesses ranged from
20 µm to 100 µm.

5.3

Fig. 5.4: A PCB chip with 0.30” wells
of SU-8. The light caught on the surface in the photo shows the edge of the
wells since SU-8 is transparent.

PCB Chips Etched by Sodium Azide

The PCB traces were lead/tin solder on top of copper, which reacted with the
azide ion to form lead and copper azides. Lead and copper azide are both primary
propellants, which meant that they would be set off even by vibration or shock, and
the copper azide is less stable than the lead. Fortunately, the amount of metal azides
on the chip was not enough to be set off by vibration, and not enough to pose a threat
to the rest of the chip or to the satellite or launch rocket. The rate of this reaction
was slow enough that it should remain essentially unreacted for the drying time, but
was enhanced when the solution containing azide ions dried on top of it. The rate
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Fig. 5.5: This image shows the wells (300 µm on a side) dewetting. The wells in the
top right are completely dry, while the wells on the bottom left are completely wet.
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was such as to completely etch the traces in the 6 hour drying time. Lead and copper
azides are more unstable, but preferentially form in the solution rather than sodium
azide if the conditions are right. If the sodium azide wt% is high enough, then the
heater traces completely etch away, resulting in an open circuit. Fig. 5.6 shows a chip
etch by sodium azide. The sodium azide has been rinsed off to show the traces. The
circuit is measured open.
This problem was solved by spinning on a thin layer of Omnicoat before spinning the SU-8. Omnicoat is a thin (17 nm) thick coating, usually used for adhesion
promotion and to enable removal of SU-8. It was not removed by normal SU-8 processing, but can be wet stripped with MF319 (from Microposit). Omnicoat’s normal
procedure was to bake the solvent out for 5 minutes at 200 ◦C, but this was too hot for
the PCB. A run of 20 minutes at 100 ◦C was found to work instead. The process then
became: spin 1 mL at 3000RPM for 30 seconds and bake for 20 minutes at 100 ◦C.
The layer thickness was not measured, but the datasheet said it should be 17 nm.
This was not a problem for the microscale device because only glass and aluminum was in contact with the sodium azide, not the copper traces, even if copper
was used for the second metal layer. Aluminum can form an azide, but it is unlikely.
What can happen is if the sodium azide reaction takes place in an oxygen and water rich atmosphere, the sodium remaining can form sodium hydroxide which, when
combined with aluminum and water, liberates hydrogen gas. This was not a concern
for space applications.
The PCB chip with sodium azide on it, and no Omnicoat, had a limited shelf
life. Even if the traces were not eaten all the way through during evaporation, it
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Fig. 5.6: Oxidized and etched traces after deposition of sodium azide. .
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continued to slowly react to form lead and copper azides (Pb(N3 )2 and Cu(N3 )2 ).
After a few days it reacted with the traces enough to show an open circuit. It was
unknown the maximum lifetime of the chip if it had Omnicoat, but it is expected to be
a long time. The longest trial was a chip made with Omnicoat that survived a week
before testing, with no measurable resistance increase. A multi-month experiment
needs to be run to test the lifetime of the chips.

5.4

Microscale Considerations for SU-8

Some extra procedures were used to create uniform, smooth, defect-free SU-8
layers. For the PCB chips, with wells of centimeter size, these defects were so small
as to be not a concern, and these extra processing steps were ignored. However, to
create wells of size 300 µm and smaller, they were critical.
When creating thick SU-8 structures, the resist had a tendency to crack due
to internal stresses. The cracks appeared upon development and were not seen before
development. Hard baking healed the cracks due to reflow, but it was discovered that
the cracks could be prevented with careful processing. A paper led to an investigation
of having a ramped soft and post bake. The SU-8 literature said to bake first at a
lower temperature, 60 then a higher temperature, 90 and said that this will
prevent cracking. This was found to be fine for the soft bake, but not sufficient for
the post bake. The most important step in relieving stress, to prevent cracking, is
the post-exposure bake (PEB). This was reported by many groups, was observed in
this lab, and was shown theoretically using a finite element model [56]. There were a
few different methods for doing the PEB:
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1. Ramp the PEB up and down
2. Do a very long, low temperature PEB (as in 55 for 2 hours) [56]
3. Allow the wafer to rest at room temperature for a long period (24-48 hours) [57]
4. Hard bake the wafer at high temperature after development, healing cracks that
were formed

Experiments showed that a hard bake does indeed heal the cracks. However,
it was desired to create films that were crackless without this step. The ramping PEB
was found to work, and because it took the least amount of time of the remaining
methods it was adopted. This procedure was motivated in part because the temperature and ramping rate of the hot plate could not be controlled accurately. The only
controls were to turn the heater on or off and change the set point. The procedure
for a 50 µm thick layer is described here. The thicker the layer, the slower the ramp
needed to be. First, the wafer was placed on a hot plate set to 65 ◦C. The temperature setting wa then turned up to 95 ◦C and the hot plate took about 5 minutes to
reach that temperature. Then, the hot plate was turned off with the wafer still on
it. It cooled down to 50 ◦C in about 12 min to 15 min, at which point the wafer was
removed and developed. For both 2000 RPM 2025 and 4000 RPM 2075 this ramped,
lower temperature, longer post bake was found to prevent cracking.
It was discovered that well separation of 10 µm caused loss of adhesion to the
substrate, causing the structure to lift off when it absorbed a solvent such as the
SU-8 Developer or Remover PG. Wall widths of 30 µm and greater did not show this
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effect. If it was not attached to the substrate and thus prevented from expanding,
detachment seen for 10 µm walls, the SU-8, if left long enough, absorbed enough
solvent that it became soft and distended with an increased volume. Upon solvent
evaporation it shrank to its normal size and was brittle as usual, but looked white
instead of transparent.
For most tests, four wafers were used over and over. They were cleaned between tests by immersing them in Remover PG, made by MicroChem Corporation, of
which the active ingredient is N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP). NMP is a polar solvent
especially powerful against organic materials. [58] The Remover PG was placed in a
crystallizing dish upon a hot plate set at 110 for 1/2 hour. The instructions from
MicroChem recommended not heating above 80, due to there being an 88 flash
point [59]. Our hot plate was measured to be lower than its set point so the higher
set point was used. The chemical never flashed. Next the wafers were rinsed in IPA,
then DI water, then blown dry with a N2 gun. Oxygen plasma ashing has also been
reported to remove SU-8, but in this work it did not completely remove SU-8 and
roughened the Pyrex surface.
The final chips used to characterize the device were fabricated using new,
pristine wafers because new wafers were required for a good process. First, SU-8 does
not adhere as well to a dirty wafer, so small structures (< 10 µm) may be destroyed
during development. Secondly, a dirty wafer had a higher contact angle and was not
wetted as easily. No matter how well they were cleaned, after a few uses these two
issues were observed.
In the final device, the SU-8 was hard baked in order to increase its strength
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and chemical resistance. The procedure was to simply place the completed device,
before sodium azide depostion, on a hot plate at 200 ◦C for twenty minutes. This
further cross-linked the polymers and dramatically increased strength. Test chips
were not hard baked because after hard baking the SU-8 was extremely hard to
remove and it was desired to use the same wafers for further tests. The following
procedures were found to not remove hard baked SU-8:
1. Place in Remover PG on a 120 ◦C set point hot plate for two hours.
2. Place in Remover PG in a 60 ◦C ultrasonic bath for one hour.
3. Place in oxygen plasma for 30 minutes, 200 W forward power and 30sccm O2 .
It was not tried to place the wafer in CF4 because this is known to etch the glass
substrate, making it rough and not suitable for reuse.
SU-8 is known to not withstand high temperatures. As temperature increases,
it first will reflow, then at some high temperature it further cross-links, and then at
some other higher temperature it will burn. An SU-8 wafer which had sodium azide
deposited in the wells was placed on a hot plate set to 550 to test its resiliency. The
sodium azide decomposed at a little higher than the expected temperature with wells
going off between 350 − 450, assumed to be because of poor heat transfer between
the sodium azide and the hot plate. The SU-8 started to turn brown around 200
and became a darker brown as the temperature increased to 550, the maximum of
the hot plate used (Cole-Parmer). However, it never charred completely and never
lost its material strength. Thus, it should withstand the sodium azide decomposition.
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5.5

Sodium Azide Crystal Growth

Growing sodium azide crystals is as easy as evaporating; leaving sodium azide
solution in atmosphere produces small, white crystals which coat a surface. Theh p
roblem is that if good heat transfer is desired between the crystals and the substrate,
and between the crystals and each other, larger crystals must be grown. Fortunately,
most sodium azide large crystal literature deals with crystals of centimeter size or
larger. Sub-millimeter crystals, such as ared desired for this work, are considered
easy.
In order to control crystal size, the crystal growth rate must be controlled.
In order to control crystal growth rate, the magnitude of the driving force needs to
be controlled. This driving force versus energy of formation determines whether the
crystal will grow there. This fundamental fact aids in understanding all crystal growth
observations. A low driving force (low evaporation rate) creates a larger single crystal,
while a large driving force creates many smaller crystals because many nucleation sites
can form. The larger driving force is enough to overcome the energy of formation
of more locations on the surface, and this creates more nucleation sites. Also, a
crystal nucleation site locally depletes the ion concentration. This locally lowers the
driving force and since it is less energetic to deposit on a crystal face already formed,
that is where the crystal grows instead of competing with new neighbors. This also
explains differences seen between crystal growth of NaCl and NaN3 . NaCl has a lower
solution concentration at room temperature, and thus lower driving force, and forms
large crystals instead of many small crystals like NaN3 . Also, formation of an NaCl
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crystal inhibits nucleation sites for a larger distance from itself — so you get a crystal
inhibiting growth for 500 µm, an entire well, instead of a sub-well dimension [60].
Various methods to grow large crystals were investigated through literature,
but none experimentally. Standard methods of controlling evaporation rate and solution concentration are the most common, and effective. The crystals needed for
this work are so small that it was likely that high humidity during evaporation, to
slow evaporation rate, was enough to ensure single structure formation [52]. Single
crystals of NaCl were grown in wells, but had their own problems. Sodium azide,
being much more soluble, formed instead many smaller crystals. This was better for
heat transfer and decomposition than a poorly deposited large crystal. An example
of the best growth to date is shown in Fig. 5.7. If a well deposited large crystal were
possible, it would be best.
Richter and Haase reported that while trying to grow extremely large crystals
of sodium azide, due to hydrolysis and evaporation of hydrazoic acid, it was difficult
to grow pure crystals. However, the timescale of their experiments was in the range
of two weeks; they reported that this was not a problem for growth of less than six
days [61]. Thus, it was not expected that these would be problems, although no
measurements on crystal purity were done.
Both large and small wells had trouble wetting. Small wells were often empty
— sometimes attributed to not developing the SU-8 all the way to the substrate
and not exposing the hydrophilic surface. For wells smaller than 50 µm, the wafer
required agitation to get them to wet, but they still wetted. Large wells with thin
walls separating them, such as 1000 µm with 10 µm walls, traped too much solution,
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Fig. 5.7: 300 µm square wells filled with sodium azide. It deposits across the bottom
of the well.
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almost ignoring the walls (see Fig. 5.8). In order to have complete separation of wells,
the walls had to have a minimum width which depended upon the well side length.
10 µm walls were fine for wells of side length 75 µm and lower.
Heat transfer to the sodium azide was found to be a problem, but one which
was mostly solved by the deposition method. First tests of deflagrating the compound by simply placing it on top of pyrex on top of a hot plate did not start the
reaction despite the hot plate (Fischer brand) being set at 550 for half of an hour.
However, when the sodium azide was deposited by evaporation from solution onto
Pyrex or a borosilicate glass slide, it reacted when the hot plate read 350. This
was higher than the reported 275 for the reaction temperature but was consistent
with characterization of the hot plate which revealed the surface is much lower than
the temperature that it displayed.
Crystals grew first at the edges of a pinned drop due to transport of ions during
drying. As the solvent evaporated, because the CL was pinned the solvent and ions
from the center traveled to the edge. This created a region of high ion concentration
which caused crystal growth [62]. This was seen in the microscale by drops growing
in the corners of the wells, a large problem for growing NaCl crystals and less of a
problem for NaN3 crystals. In the PCB regime, this was seen in crystals not growing
in a well, but rather around it, if the sides were accidentally wetted. Because of
the lack of a strong difference in contact angle, if the SU-8 was wetted it pinned
the drop on itself. This pinning behavior was only seen for hydrophilic surfaces,
which includes SU-8 (CA 80) because, although less wettable than the PCB (CA 65)
laminate or Pyrex (CA 40), it is still a hydrophilic surface. For a truly hydrophobic
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Fig. 5.8: Large wells and thin walls trap too much solution, almost ignoring the
walls. This is NaCl deposited on approximately 55 µm thick SU-8 2025, with 1000 µm
well widths and 100 µm wall thicknesses.
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surface, instead of the contact angle being pinned, the drop will shrink [63]. This is a
preferred behavior, except the ease of fabrication and material strength of SU-8 made
it a good material to work with despite its limitation in contact angle. If it were
possible to easily make the surface of the SU-8 truly hydrophobic, such a method
could improve crystal deposition, and make PCB chips more functional.

5.6

Volume of Sodium Azide Deposited

If the concentration and volume of the solution is known, it is straightforward
to calculate the deposited volume of sodium azide. First, rectangular wells without
a capping volume were considered, then the effect of the capping liquid and contact
angle were included. Without any capping liquid, equivalent to saying the contact
angle was zero, the box was only filled a percentage equal to
%f illed =

ρl
∗ [wt%]
ρs

(5.1)

where ρl is the density of the solution, ρs is the density of the solid, and [wt%] is
the weight percent of sodium azide in the solution. The density of the solution was
actually a function of the wt% of the solution. A linear equation was extrapolated for
ρs as a function of weight percent from the data in various handbooks (see Table 5.2).
A linear assumption is probably valid for the small temperature range used in my
experiments.
P ercentF illed =

1
(0.67834 ∗ wt%2 + 0.99768 ∗ wt%)
ρs

(5.2)

This gave only 28% filled at the maximum solubility at room temperature, 40.8 wt%.
Thus, the trapping of extra liquid was required if the entire well was to be filled.
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State

Temp

Density

Solid

25 ◦C

1.8460 g mL−1 [64]

1 wt% aq

20 ◦C

1.004 46 g mL−1 [65]

30 wt% aq

20 ◦C

1.201 18 g mL−1 [65]

Table 5.2: Density of NaN3 Solution at Various Temperatures
The effect of the contact angle on the amount of water trapped is next investigated. First it was considered the volume of water trapped by the section of the
sphere, then added to it was the volume of the well itself. That volume was multiplied
by the “Percent Filled” given above to give the volume of solid deposited, then fitted
into the well dimensions to see the depth to which it was filled. This theory followed
the variable dimensions given in Fig. 5.9.
The well was capped by a section of a sphere as long as gravity effects were
negligible. This drop radius was given as the capillary length, which was the length
at which the overpressure due to gravity is the same as that due to surface tension.
From the work of de Gennes [66], the capillary length is given as

k

−1

r
=

γ
.
ρg

(5.3)

The capillary length for water (which should be close to that for sodium azide solution), assuming the surface tension of water is 72 µN m−1 and density is 1 g cm−3 , is
2.7 mm. Based on the theory below, the relationship between the radius of the drop
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Fig. 5.9: Definition of variables for volume calculation.
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and the side length of the well, which relationship depends on the contact angle, was
r=

s
.
2sin(θ)

(5.4)

For SU-8, of contact angle (θ) 80°, this gave a maximum side length of 4.1 mm. This
was much beyond the sizes considered for the well, and thus the theory should be
accurate (although less so as you approach the 4 mm mark).
The derivation of the volume of water trapped follows. The radius of the
droplet was smaller than the capillary length, so gravity effects are negligible. Thus,
the shape the water took above the surface of the well was that of a section of a
sphere, meeting the surface at the contact angle on both sides [48]. Variables were
defined in Fig. 5.9. The intermediary angle φ was defined which makes a right triangle
with the surface. θ = π − φ. Also, cos(φ) = rc . Thus,

c
θ(c) = π − cos−1 ( )
r

(5.5)

c = r ∗ cos(π − θ).

(5.6)

or

To get the volume from the length until the chord is chopped off, cylinders are integrated. The equation of the radius of the cylindrical shell as a function of x, using
coordinates defined in Fig. 5.9, is
y=

√
r 2 − x2 .

(5.7)

πy 2 dx.

(5.8)

The volume of a cylinder is given as
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The total volume of a half-sphere cut off after a length c is
Z

c

πy 2 dx

V (c) =
0

πc3
= πr c −
.
3
2

(5.9)

A quick check shows that this reduced to the equation of the volume of a half-sphere
if c = r. Combining with the definition of c, the equation became
1
V (θ) = πr3 [cos(π − θ) − cos3 (π − θ)]
3
1
= πr3 [ cos3 (θ) − cos(θ)].
3

(5.10)

This was valid for −r < c < r or 0 < θ < π radians. To get the volume trapped, the
volume of the other half-sphere is added
Vtot = 2/3πr3 + V
2 1
= πr3 ( + cos3 (θ) − cos(θ))
3 3

(5.11)

This equation gave the volume of the capping sphere, but the volume of the
well itself, which was filled with liquid, must be added. First, the radius of the drop
was unimportant, and the design parameter was the side length instead. The two are
related through the contact angle to be

r=

s
.
2sin(θ)

(5.12)

With this substitution and adding the volume of the rectangular well, the total liquid
volume was
πs3
cos3 (θ)
2
Vl =
[
−
cos(θ)
+
] + s2 h.
3
8sin (θ)
3
3

(5.13)
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Now, the final step was to convert this liquid volume to solid volume through the
Filling Percentage equation, Eq. 5.2, and then divide it by the well volume to get a
total filling percentage. Using
Vwell = s2 h,

(5.14)

and the filling percentage given above, the final equation became

F illingP ercentage =

ρl
Vs
·
· [wt%]
Vwell ρs

=(

πs
cos3 (θ)
2
ρl
[
− cos(θ) + ] + 1) · [wt%].
3
8hsin (θ)
3
3
ρs

(5.15)
(5.16)

No matter the size of the square well, the solution trapped inside the well
was filled to a certain percentage (as a function of the wt% of the NAN3 solution).
The contact angle limited the amount of solution trapped above the well and thereby
limited the maximum well size possible that could be completely filled. This can be
thought of as a certain aspect ratio in order to fill the well exactly. For each well side
length, the depth must be a certain distance to be filled completely. The aspect ratio
is given as hs , so simply rearranging Eq. 5.16 was needed. First, to simplify writing:
ρl
· [wt%] = P,
ρs

(5.17)

where P is chosen because it is called the “percent solution factor.” So, rearranging
the equation for the aspect ratio nets
 3

h
π
cos (θ)
2
P
=
−
cos(θ)
+
·
.
s
8sin3 (θ)
3
3 1−P

(5.18)

This is plotted in Fig. 5.10. One result of this is that, with SU-8, of contact
angle 80°, the well was perfectly filled for an aspect ratio of 0.8. Thus, for a side
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length of 300 µm, the well had to be at least 24 µm deep. Another consequence of this
equation was that changing the contact angle by ten degrees either direction, say by
coating the top with Parylene, did not have a large effect. The slope of the graph at
that point was small.
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Fig. 5.10: Plot of Eq. 5.18.
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6

6.1

Experimental Device Characterization

Macroscale PCB Device

The PCB device was filmed producing gas in a glass chamber, and also some
chips were placed in a sealed stainless steel chamber with a pressure sensor to measure
the amount of gas produced. This setup is described in Appendix A. The internal
volume before pressurizing was 188 mL. When the chip burned, the PCB first turned
brown in a circle underneath the heater, as the substrate material had a lower burn
temperature than the sodium azide. The burn tests were done in constant current
mode and an increase in voltage drawn was seen at this point (see Fig. 6.2). This
indicated an increase in resistance of the heater arrays as they became hotter, which
was expected. At some point the sodium azide suddenly ignited and fully decomposed
within 1min. It glowed white during the first few seconds of decomposition only. Right
at the point when the sodium azide began to decompose, the device drew as much
power as it was given, but was limited to 10 V and about 0.75 A by the power supply.
After burn the device drew more power than before, which is so far unexplained. It
was more power than can be explained by a temperature increase. Sometimes the
traces were destroyed and resulted in an open circuit, but only after the sodium azide
was fully decomposed. A photo of a chip with 2 out of 4 wells burnt is shown in
Fig. 6.1. The reaction is not self-sustaining, so the wells do not burn their neighbors
and do not burn once power is no longer supplied.
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Fig. 6.1: A PCB chip where two of the four wells have been used.
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The results from the set of four experiments is shown in Table 6.1. The total
gas measured is much greater than expected. Around 5 mL to 7 mL were expected
from each well, but the result was 30 times that. The reason is expected to be partially
because of the temperature of the gas, but this cannot fully explain it. A 30 times
expansion would require the gas to be 8000 ◦C, which is hot enough to melt the entire
setup. It was believed that, despite being burnt hot, it would quickly reach room
temperature through heat transfer because the volume was so small. In the graph,
it is unknown if this temperature drop is being seen at the end or if that is just the
leaky connection to the pressure sensor. Despite the differing powers required to heat
the chip, the gas produced is very close to the same for all of the chips, within 1%.
There was a concern that this consistency in data was due to a problem in
the experimental setup. Following this, chips were loaded into the chamber with no
sodium azide deposited. The result was that they began like the other chips, with a
slow increase in resistance followed by a sudden spike as the chip ignited, but the traces
were burnt through in less than one second. Inspection with a microscope showed
that they increased to 5x the thickness, implying oxidation of the traces. Omnicoat
was placed over the traces, such as in making the chips with sodium azide. When this
did not solve the problem an extremely thick layer of Omnicoat was placed — a drop
was allowed to dry without any spinning. This still did not prevent oxidation of the
traces. From these experiments it was concluded that something prevented oxidation
of the traces so that they continued to burn and did not fracture. This something
was not Omnicoat. The only other possibilities were SU-8 developer chemical having
some effect, which is unlikely as it was completely removed using isopropyl alcohol,
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Fig. 6.2: Plots typical of results of burning PCBs. This is one well from a chip with
0.30” wells.
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Cell Pavg Before Burn(W)

Burn Time(s)

Pa vg Total(W)

Total Time(s)

1

0.87

177

1.33

234

2

1.07

133

2.07

213

3

1.13

449

1.62

541

4

1.26

706

1.42

737

Cell

Total Energy(J)

Max Pressure(psi)

Moles

Vstp (mL)

1

3100

17.0

1.31 × 10−3

29.4

2

4400

16.9

1.26 × 10−3

28.4

3

8800

17.0

1.33 × 10−3

29.8

4

10500

16.3

0.94 × 10−3

21.0

Table 6.1: Results from burning four wells on one chip. The cell dimensions are
0.15” x 0.15”.
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or that sodium azide itself prevents oxidation of the chip and is critical to the device
function. This could be due to formation of NaOH or sodium oxides, the first of
which forms quickly with atomic sodium in atmosphere.

6.2

Microscale Device Characterization

The amount of gas created by the microscale device will be measured using the
same method as the PCB chips. However, some extra considerations must be taken
in order to measure gas in the µL range. First is that the sensitivity of the device
increases when you decrease the pressure before burning, and also by decreasing the
volume of the chamber. They both have a linear effect on the pressure change seen
when the gas is generated. At low pressures, an ion gauge is used to detect the
pressure change. Starting at 10 × 10−4 torr and having a total chamber volume of
10 mL theoretically allows the ion gauge to detect gas production in the

1
20

µL range.

The second characterization method planned is to detect the thrust on a thrust
stand. The first design of a thrust stand is presented in Appendix B. It is not designed
to run in vacuum and does not have a wide range, but should detect the thrust levels.
After this initial experiment, future researchers are encouraged to get more accurate
thrust measurements in vacuum.
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7

Future Work

Moving forward, most of the microscale device design and review is complete,
so the next step is to fabricate the device completely and characterize it extensively.
True space qualification takes a lot of testing. The first steps are tests of materials,
vibration, and other engineering considerations. The next step is to fly on a mission
where the device’s function is not critical. Only after multiple demonstrations in orbit
is the device considered truly space qualified.
The first steps to characterization are gas produced and thrust measured. A
system has been designed to test both, although the thrust measurement system was
not designed to be run in vacuum. Running in vacuum is critical for comparing the
device’s measured thrust to the theory presented in this thesis, and also required for
prediction of space performance.
Propellant deposition has been demonstrated and metal deposition is not a
new concept; the main questions that remain are only the function of the diodes and
microscale heater array. It is, of course, expected that engineering challenges still
remain to have good propellant decomposition, but it is known that the propellant
can be deposited and that it will decompose as desired.
After terrestrial characterization of single chips, the next step is to fabricate
a completed chip — one that is packaged with enough control electronics to be easily
installable in a cube satellite. As a large array will still have many traces coming off
of the glass chip, these need to be translated into a few leads that can communicate
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to the cube satellite’s main board, and produce gas when it is told.
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8

Conclusion

A gas generating chip from solid state has been presented. It functions through
decomposing, one at a time, single-shot wells of sodium azide. A PCB-based version
produced a mixture of gases as the substrate was burnt, but a microscale version
should produce pure nitrogen gas. The wells were built upon an addressable heater
array.
The design of a microscale version which is suitable for attitude control of
a picosatellite is shown, releasing microliters (at STP) at a time, and milliliters per
square centimeter of chip area. Wells are hundreds of micrometers in linear dimension.
It requires one pad per row and per column, and takes milliwatts. The feasibility of
large arrays (with hundreds of thousands of bits) relies not on fabrication time or
difficulty of any procedure, but on the ability to interface hundreds of pads to control
electronics.
A larger version is also presented that uses heaters printed on a circuit board.
This device is necessarily much larger, centimeter scale, and produces much more gas.
Instead of a large array, it is towards an application which requires few bits but a
lot of total gas: inflating a deorbiting balloon for a picosatellite. Producing tens of
milliliters of gas from a square inch chip, of thickness 1/10th inch, it produces enough
gas to inflate structural tubes which support a drag-increasing membrane.
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A

Gas Production Measurement Device

In order to measure the amount of gas produced, a sealed chamber was built.
A pressure sensor inside the chamber measured an increase in pressure when the chip
produced gas. This pressure increase was related to the amount of gas through the
ideal gas law. Starting with the ideal gas law, relating the pressure (P), volume (V),
temperature (T), number of moles of gas (n), through a “gas constant,” R:
P V = nRT.

(A.1)

Pressure and number of moles will change, while the other three will not, which gives
RT
P
=
.
n
v

(A.2)

the right side is a constant, so it can be written as
P2
P1
=
n1
n2

(A.3)

but since
n1 = V1 ·

1mole
22.4liters

(A.4)

at STP, the conditions of the experiment at the beginning, the equation was rewritten
in terms of measurable quantities. This gives
n2 =

P2 V1
.
22.4P1

(A.5)

Not treated here, but also implied by the ideal gas law, is that in order to
increase accuracy of the experiment it is better to have a small dead volume (V1 ) and
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a small starting pressure (P1 ). This is not as important for measuring gas production
from a PCB, but when measuring microliters of gas produced from the microscale
device it is critical.

A.1

Tenth of a Liter Range

This setup was for measuring gas production in the tenth of a liter range, and
a photo of it is shown in Fig. A.1. It used a T-shaped chamber with CF flanges
connected through tubing to two valves and the pressure sensor. One valve opened
to a turbopump. It was intended that the experiment would be pumped down before running to increase accuracy, but it was determined that the connection to the
pressure sensor was too leaky. The turbopump will be used for the µL setup, where
the pressure sensor is connected with a high vacuum CF flange. The other valve was
to vent the gases into the fume hood escape between experiments, in case any toxic
gases were produced. The pressure sensor was Honeywell model ASCX30AN, which
measured absolute pressure from 0psi to 30psi, and output 0.15V/psi centered at 2.5V
at atmospheric.
This setup was not able to be run at a starting pressure lower than atmospheric because the connection to the pressure sensor was leaky. If pumped down
to 10 × 10−4 torr, the chamber would reattain atmospheric pressure in about 2 minutes 45 seconds, approaching it logarithmically. Most components were the same as
the microscale version, and were high vacuum connections rated to 10 × 10−8 torr.
However, the connection to the pressure sensor limited the vacuum level to close to
atmospheric.
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Fig. A.1: The setup to measure gas production from a PCB chip. It uses a pressure
sensor accurate to ±45Pa in the range 0 Pa to 2 × 105 Pa In the right photo is a chip
soldered to the BNC vacuum connection about to be loaded.
The dead volume was calculated as 184 mL for the chamber and 5.8 mL for
the thin pipes connecting the valves and pressure sensor. Subtracted was the volume
of a chip, 1.8 mL, and the volume of the leads was ignored. This gave a total dead
volume of 188 mL.

A.1.1

Improvements for Future Experiments
The temperature being constant was definitely not true, but its effect was not

investigated experimentally. It was thought that the gas likely cooled quickly as it
interacts with the much larger volume of air and surface of the chamber, of high
heat transfer, which was at room temperature. In future experiments, a temperature
sensor should be placed to determine the result more accurately. After pressurizing,
the pressure was seen to return to close to atmospheric in the same timescale as the
leak rate for the valve. It could be solely due to this, or due to cooling.
Another concern was the effect of the leaky connection to the pressure sensor.
The pressure in the chamber reached equilibrium long before this had a significant
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effect if all gas was produced at once, but if gas was produced slowly than it affected
the measurement. If this leaky connection is fixed, then the gas can be allowed to
reach equilibrium temperature with the atmosphere before recording the measurement
of the amount of gas produced, eliminating the need for a temperature sensor.

A.2

Microliter Range

A smaller dead volume is desired in order to increase accuracy. The chamber,
of initial volume 184 mL, could be filled with aluminum bricks to reduce the internal
volume. The ion gauge will be used, and the system pumped down to 10 × 10−6 torr
before the test is run.
A photo is shown in Fig. A.2. It is the same as the setup for the PCB, except it
is connected to a turbopump and uses an ion gauge instead of the capacitive pressure
sensor.
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Fig. A.2: Microscale gas production setup.
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B

MicroNewton Thrust Stand

In order to characterize the thruster, a thrust stand was designed. This lab
already has a thrust stand which uses an aluminum swing about 15cm in length,
hanging from a razor edge to reduce friction. The measurement is taken from a
commercially available force sensor, which is accurate to the milliNewton range. It is
built upon the optical bench to reduce vibration noise, and operated in atmosphere.
MicroNewton thrust stands are generally run in a vacuum to reduce noise and to
simulate their performance in space.
Design of a traditional macro-scale thrust stand uses a pendulum swinging
from a low-friction pivot, like the current one. The thruster is placed at the bottom
and thrusts perpendicularly to the pendulum. Either a force sensor is used or the
pendulum displacement is sensed. An example of such a stand that has been adapted
for microNewton thrust levels, using a capacitive method to measure displacement,
can be seen in reference [67].
A thrust stand of another typical design can be seen in [68]. It uses torsion
balances and detects position change through an optical-based displacement sensor,
accurate to 5 nm. Their accuracy is 0.03 µN. The spring is a flexural pivot, a kind
of rotating solid spring which obeys Hook’s law for relatively large displacements
(could be ten degrees depending on the device). Torsion balance based devices have
a history of hundreds of years and have been used to measure forces from electric
fields and was used by Cavendish to measure the force of gravity between two lead
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balls, determining the gravitational constant. Thus, such a device can have very high
accuracy. However, it is harder to design because it must be calibrated with the
strength of the torsion balance, which is usually assumed to follow Hook’s law.
As such devices, when they approach the µN range and lower, are expensive
and difficult to characterize, other designs have been investigated. Also, microNewton
stands are sensitive to changes in the setup between runs, and are generally characterized each time. Trying to solve these problems, a device which relies upon the
thruster changing the swing time of a pendulum was developed by the authors of
[69], and is accurate to µN.

B.1

Thrust Stand Design

This work’s design’s goal was to be as simple as possible. The basic approach
was the same, measuring displacement of a device which could be modeled with
Hook’s law — so that displacement was linear with force applied.
The design was to have a rigid aluminum frame supporting a single, weak
hinge (see Fig. B.1). For small displacements (less than 3°) the deflection should be
proportional to force. Displacement of the tip was measured using a laser pointer
directed at the end of the hinge and reflected to a target a few meters away. The
hinge was weak so that it deflected up to 3° for a few µN of force applied. The hinge
was made of 3D printed ABS+ plastic. 3° was considered as approaching the limit of
the Hook’s law region.
A drawback of this device was its low range. A spring can be printed to target
a certain thrust — that it will deflect 1° for a small multiple of the targeted thrust
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Fig. B.1: Design of a thrust stand for measuring µN.
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and thus that thrust can be measured. However, only a thrust from

1
5

to 5x the

targeted value can be measured with this simple device.
Another consideration is that the thrust is not sustained and does not reach
equilibrium. In order to get the thrust characteristics of the device, a continuous measurement is required. To do this, it is planned to write a computer vision algorithm
using LabView to detect the position of the laser spot on the target. Displacement
over time can be found by this method, and working back to deflection and then dividing by the spring constant can give you the force as a function of time. Integrating
that yields total impulse.
This device should be run in vacuum, but it should also be run on an optical
bench to protect it from stray vibrations and at least be protected from air currents.
Air currents could create forces on the same order as that being measured.

B.2

Deflection

The displacement of the laser dot on the target as a function of thrust stand
deflection is calculated through simple geometry. Fig. B.2 shows the variable definitions in this derivation. ym is the measured displacement and θ is the deflection. Just
looking at the figure,
φ0 = φ − θ

(B.1)

π
+ 2θ − φ.
2

(B.2)

y0
L0
=
sin(φ0 )
sin(J)

(B.3)

J=
By the law of sines,
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Fig. B.2: Variable definition for thrust stand calculation.
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y 0 = L0

sin(φ0 )
sin(J)

(B.4)

Seeing the right triangle,
y 0 + ym
= tan(θ)
L+l

(B.5)

thus
sin(φ0 )
sin(J)

(B.6)

= (L + l)tan(θ) − L

sin(φ − θ)
sin( π2 + 2θ − phi)

(B.7)

= (L + l)tan(θ) − L

sin(φ − θ)
cos(2θ − phi)

(B.8)

ym = (L + l)tan(θ) − L

and this gives the displacement of the dot versus deflection. According to this equation, the closer the angle the laser hits the beam is to 90°, the greater your displacement will be (and thus better accuracy). However, it is quickly realized that all this
does is effectively make the target further away. So, the laser can hit the device at
any angle that is most convenient for the setup, and you can improve accuracy by
moving it further away from the target.
For the range of a few

µN,

it will be set it to 15 µN maximum (so that

0 µN to 15 µN can be measured), then this determines the spring constant. Maximum means that it deflects 3° with that force, where the small angle approximation
is still valid and the material will not deform plastically. If the beam length, l, is
10 cm then a 3° deflection of the beam tip will result in a 0.52 cm linear deflection.
By Hook’s law,
F = −kx

(B.9)

this requires a spring constant of 287 µN mm−1 .
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If the assumption is made that the laser spot position can be determined to
±3 mm, and 0.1 µN thrust accuracy is desired, this determines the distance the target
must be from the thrust stand. Using the same design numbers as above, with 0.1 µN
the angular deflection will be 0.02°. Making assumtions of beam length being 10 cm
and angle of incidence (φ) is 45°, the laser dot will travel 3 mm if the target is 1.7 m
away. This is reasonable for a laboratory setup.

B.3

Spring Design

The equation for the spring constant of a beam is well known. In order to aid
in the justice of using this approximation, beam-shaped “springs” will be printed.

k=

Ewt3
4L3

(B.10)

where E is Young’s modulus, w is the width, t is the thickness, and L is the length
of the beam.
Young’s modulus of the ABS+ depends on the orientation it is printed, and
so the problem becomes more complex as the material is anisotropic. However, it is
not as difficult as it sounds because it will only deflect in one direction.
The pull tests, run by ASME standard, showed that the ABS+ plastically
distorted for an applied force of 8-12 pounds. Then, it entered a new linear region
with a mechanical strength which was 10% larger. It ultimately broke around 200-300
pounds force applied, depending on the orientation of the printing. The spring for the
thrust stand required small deflections (a few degrees) and thus it would stay within
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the first linear region. Young’s modulus was taken from the slope of that region. For
a dog bone printed flat with the long side aligned with the x-axis of the machine,
Young’s modulus was measured to be 1.2 GPa.
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C

Description of Research for Popular Publication

Kyle Godin, Microelectronics-Photonics MS student under Dr. Adam Huang
at the University of Arkansas, is up to some stuff that is out of this world, or at least
will be come 2013 when it is launched into orbit.
He has created a microscale gas generating chip, destined to ride to space on
a picosatellite. The chip is about the size of a computer processor but this little
package can pack a sizeable punch. From this chip, enough pure nitrogen gas to fill
a soda pop can can be produced, and can be realeased in increments the volume of a
flea. But this is in atmosphere, where other gas molecules constrain its volume. The
destination of this chip is space, on a tiny cube shaped satellite only the size of a
bucket of chicken orbiting the earth at 16,000 miles per hour. In space the gas travels
quickly away from the satellite, causing it to rotate ever so slightly. By putting out
the right amount of gas at the right time, you can control which direction the satellite
is facing.
Just as you buy many apps for the same phone, producing gas is an idea
which has more applications than thrusting around a tiny cube. After a few years
of service, the satellite’s mission is complete and becomes a simple projectile which
could damage other satellites. Colliding at 16,000 miles per hour with even a bucket
of chicken can do a lot of damage. In order to protect future satellites, we want to
send this cube hurtling into the atmosphere to burn up. In order to get it to fall to
earth, a balloon is inflated out of the back of the satellite, increasing the satellite’s
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“wind resistance” and making it slow down. All the chip does is prouduce inert gas,
so the same concept can be used again to inflate this balloon.
There is hardly any atmosphere in space for the balloon to work against, but
this is OK because government and international regulations give it 25 years before
it must fall to earth again. It finally returns home, but in not quite the state it might
desire! Not a piece will be left that is large enough to hurt a chicken should it hit it
on the head.
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D

Executive Summary of Intellectual Property

This is a list of IP created. Consider both patent and commercialization.
1. A method for depositing solid propellant in microscale wells
2. A nitrogen gas generating chip
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E

Potential Patent and Commercialization Aspects of Listed

Intellectual Property Items

E.1

Patentability of Intellectual Property

1. Although unique among microscale thrusters, the method has been used for
depositing other materials. The IP is not distinct enough from well known
methods to be patented.
2. A completed gas generating chip could be patented because, although the basic
idea was disclosed, implementation of the idea would require creation of more,
related IP, which has hitherto not been disclosed. More research would be
required in order to bring this to a commercial product, and the final device is
likely to be distinct enough to be patented.

E.2

Commercialization Prospects

1. The method could not be patented, and there is no way to commercialize off of
selling it because, once the basic idea is understood, it is easily copied.
2. Although difficult to patent, and if disclosed easy to replicate, the idea could be
commercialized as a trade secret. By selling only completed, wholly packaged
gas generating devices, a return on research investment could be realized. The
possible markets are endless: anything that requires a pure gas source, held
in an inert package until needed. It has applications for lab-on-a-chip devices
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and microfluidics, which because of their connection to the health industry
are a growing market. However, I believe it would be difficult to stave off
competition unless you entered markets very quickly. In aerospace markets there
is a company in the Netherlands offering a gas generating tube, which could be
microscale, and is already a completed product. The way their product works is
unknown, but after reading about it I would bet it is similar to this device but
using a different compound, not sodium azide. In order to beat them one would
have to focus on markets they have not yet entered, which includes anything in
the United States and the health industry, for now. Some companies are trying
to sell devices for cube satellites, such as ISI Space. They already offer many
cubesat attitude control options, and if the chip was completely demonstrated
a company like that might purchase the IP.

E.3

Possible Prior Disclosure of IP

The following items were discussed in a public forum or have published information that could impact the patentability of the listed IP:
Every aspect of this device except the PCB chip results were presented at
least once, at the conferences listed in Appendix I. Also, the idea was presented
to the microEP community on two separate occasions, although these are considered
private forums. Finally, the ideas and background were presented to students at
Pulaski Technical College in February of 2010.
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F

F.1

Broader Impacts of Research

Applicability of Research Methods to Other Problems

Whether or not sodium azide is used, depositing the propellant from solution
on a hydrophilic surface in a hydrophobic region is a better way than I have found
in my literature review. In many cases, charges are loaded by hand. This is acceptable only because they are made in a research laboratory and in extremely low
volume and not truly microscale. Sometimes the propellant is loaded from solution
which is evaporated, but still hand poured into the wells before setting. Honeywell’s
microthrusters are created with a hydrophobic SAM on the tops of the walls of the
wells, suggesting a similar idea, but then the propellant is deposited by a robotic arm
which sucks a vacuum and then deposits propellant into each of their 262,144 wells
(a 512x512 array). The method described in this paper can load an array of any
arbitrary size in ten minutes including drying, although an additional step is required
to wet the bottom of the wells if they are smaller than about 50 µm on a side.
Silicon-less MIM diodes, which can be fabricated on glass, are nothing new.
However, if they were understood well enough to be reproducible and reliable, they
could have wider application than they do now. There are many graduate and even
undergraduate research labs out there with the equipment to fabricated these, but
much fewer have silicon processing equipment including doping, and that is a more
time consuming and expensive process. With metal thin films and other steps such
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as oxidation and insulator deposition, capacitors, diodes, and resistors can be made.
Inductors could be made in three metal deposition steps and one insulator.

F.2

Impact of Research Results on U.S. and Global Society

This device is one of many new ideas which are being applied to cube satellites.
By enabling cube satellites, one enables a new generation for which space is not
something far off and special, only for the elite few who work at NASA, but something
which the average person can become a part of.
Also, this research was presented to Pulaski Technical college in order to encourage students in a 2-year degree program to consider a 4-year degree, and perhaps
a research career. This research has a good impact because it sounds exciting to
non-scientists - a tiny thruster, or a tiny chip which energetically produces a lot of
gas, is exciting to watch and consider. Also, cube satellites are exciting because of
the potential of a young student to work with them in the future. They are accessible, they can be held in the hands and felt, and the student can imagine building on
themselves one day, and launching it. If one attends one of many undergraduate or
graduate institutions which work on cube satellites, this is easy to imagine.

F.3

Impact of Research Results on the Environment

This device will have negligible impact on the environment. Rockets themselves cause a lot of pollution as they are launched, and more cube satellites being
flown means more rocket launches. However, this device’s functioning or not functioning will have little impact on the number of rocket launches. It could also be said
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that MEMS processes are very dirty - that the waste chemicals they produce are very
toxic and bad for the environment. This device, if used for picosatellites, will never be
mass manufactured and thus the environmental impact is extremely small. Finally,
the device itself uses a chemical which is toxic to humans and most life in high enough
concentrations, but uses so little of it that the effect is negligible. The only risk is to
a careless researcher. When actuated, the device will be in orbit and will burn up in
reentry, breaking down any toxic chemicals in the process, before coming into contact
with any life.
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Microsoft Project for MS MicroEP Degree Plan
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H

Identification of All Software Used in Research and

Thesis/Dissertation Generation

Computer #1:
Model Number: Dell Optiplex 780
Serial Number: UAF28745
Location: ENRC 3915
Owner: Dr. Adam Huang
Software Name
Purchased By
TexWorks, Miktex Open Source
Gimp
Open Source
Inkscape
Open Source
MS Office 2010
ENGR
MS Project 2007
ENGR
Solid Works 2011 MEEG
Autocad 2011
Free Student Edition
LabView
MEEG
Matlab 2010
MEEG
Computer #2:
Model Number: Dell Inspiron 1520
Location: ENRC 3915
Owner: Dr. Adam Huang
Software Name Purchased By
MS Windows 7 Dr. Adam Huang
PixelLink OEM Dr. Adam Huang
Computer #3:
Model Number: Dell Optiplex 320
Location: ENRC 3915
Owner: Dr. Adam Huang
Software Name Purchased By
LabView
MEEG
MS Windows 7 ENGR
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Computer #4:
Model Number: Dell Optiplex 740
Serial Number: Physics Library, Computer 9
Location: PHYS 221
Owner: Library Technical Services
Software Name Purchased By
Maple 15
PHYS
Computer #5:
Model Number: Dell Precision M70
Location: Personal Laptop
Owner: Kyle Godin
Software Name Purchased By
GEdit
Open Source
Open Office
Open Source
Inkscape
Open Source
Computer #6:
Model Number: Dell Precision T5500
Location: PHYS
Owner: Dr. Jiali Li
Software Name
Purchased By
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1 MicroEP, License 1033312
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1. Godin, K. and Huang, A., A method for selective deposition of solid propellant
for microthrusters, AIAA Region IV Student Conference, Houston, TX, April
2010.
2. Godin, K. and Huang, P.-H. A., An array of nitrogen producing cells for microthrusters, IMECE2010-40454, Proceedings of the International Mechanical
Engineering Congress and Exposition, Vancouver, B.C., November, 2010.
3. Godin, K. and Huang, A., A solid state thruster for attitude control of picosatellites, AIAA Region IV Student Conference, Arlington, TX, April 2011.
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